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The Economic Development Institute, a new center for s tudy and train:i-rtgo:;~;~f~':o~-Et 
0 :~o·:)~;~{;~:~~tf~ 

in economic development, today opened in vJashington, D.C. The Instituteo<P9;~~:;r; .. 
0

~
0 

ooO 0 

;: ~~-oo~~: . .>oi:;l, -
been organized by the World Bank with financial assistance from the RoC:ke'feller 

' 0 

and Ford Foundations. Its object is to meet the need of the less developed 

countries for a general improvement of economic management i~o government, by 

increasing the number of administrators skilled · in dealing with problems of 

econoxnic policy and 'ftJi th the planning and administr~ tion of development programs. 

There are fourteen participants in the first six-months' course which is 

beginning today and all of the:m are senior officials of the country; or 

, territory of the member c~untry, which nominated them. They come from Belgium 

(African territories), Ceyl0n, Colombia, Egypt , Haiti, IndiaJ Japan, Mexico; 

0

!\ligeria; Pakistan, Pohilippines, Thailand, Uganda and Yugoslavia. 

:tn his inaugural add:ress to the participants today, Professor A.K. Cairncross; 

Director of the Institute, set forth the obje?tives, organization and curriculum 

'Jf the Institute. "The main effort, u he said, "will be concentrated on making 

economic problems more intelligible and on sifting the variety of ways in 

which they have been handled so as to see ~Jhicn were successful and which were 

not. , In adopting this approach; the Institute 1rrill be follm.ring the example of 

management training programs and staff colleges throughout the 1-rorld • 

.. Similarly, Y.Je shall dispense oalmost entirely with formal lectures, relying 

instead on debate in seminars and smaller groups, and on the preparation of 

-· 
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short reports by these smaller groups on selected problems." In discussing 

the aims of the Institute, Professor Cairncross said: 11~·ve shall not aim at 

soaring generalizations or universal formulae. A~ far as pos sible, we shall 

start at the other end1 with the problems as they present themselves, and work 

back towards the general consider~tions that may contribute to a solution of 

these problems. We shall try to discover what has worked and what has not and 

en~l;~st your help in the quest. Our object will be to marry experience and 

analysis, using both as far as time and human capacity permit. vle shall hope 

to draw on your experience as well as on our own a.nd the experience of the staff 

of the Bank." 

Prof~ssor Cairncross has been granted leqve of absence from his position 

as Professor of Applied Economics and Directqr of the Department Qf Social and 

Economic Research of Glasgow University, to serve as the Institute's first 

Director~ The Bank has made t"tvO of i t9 pwn staff members available to .. serve 

fllll ·time 1-1i th the Institute and other staff members will contribute to the 

work of the ,,Institute from time to time~ Professor Hagnar Nurkse of Columbia 

University and Mr. P,S, Narayan Prasad, Indian Executive Directo~ of the 

International Monetary Fund t.:rill take charge of the seminars on commercial 

~J.nd financial policy. It i9 also planned to have visiting speakers vrho are 

well .... known authorities f)O various subjects being studied at the Institute~ 

The Rockefeller Foundation and the Ford Ft)l4ndation have agreed to contribute 

up to $85 1 000 each to meet half the cost ot the Institute during the first twf 

years; ~he remaining cost will be met by the World Bank. Each Government repre-

:~sented is making a contribution of $1,500 in respect of its nominee and is giving 

him leave of absence 't-rith pay from his official position in his home cQuntry. 

The Instit1te is located a.t 1620 Belmont Street, N.W. _. W~shington_, D.C. 

The off icials attending ~he first coqrse ar e : 

'{ 

~\ 
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Belgium (African terr~tori~tti .: 

Ceylon: 

Colombia: 

Egypt: 

Haiti: 

India: 

Japan: 

Mexic!'): 

Nigeria: 

Pakistan: 

Philippines: 

Thailand: 

Yugosl avia.: 

J.F.G. Goffin, Chief Inspect~ ef Economic 
Affairs, Ninistry of Colonie~. 

S.E.P. Jansz, Deputy Director of Economic 
Research: ~f the Central Bank. 

Alvar<: Ortiz Lozano, ~ecutive Director of the 
Nati~nai Committee on Planning, and Economic 
$ecretary to the President of the Republic. 

Abdel Moneim Ahmed Mohamad El Banna, Director 
Genera 1 of the Economic and Financial Research 
Department of the Ministry of Finance and Economy. 

Ernest Bonhornme, Under-Secretary of State for 
National Economy. 

F . c. Dhaun, · Deputy Secretary, Department of 
Economic AI'fairs, Minist:ry of Finance! 

His~shige Hirose. Deputy Chief of the Policy 
Section, Coordination and Policy Department 
of the Bank of Japan. 

Jorge Espinosa de los Reles, Chief of the 
E:conomic itesearch Unit of the National Investment 
C ornmissi on. 

J. o. Ud~ji, Permanent Secretary t~ the 
Ministry-of Health, Eastern Regi~n • . 
Mushtaq Ahmaq, Financial Adviser vlith rank of 
Joint S~cretary in the Ministry of Finance. 

Miss Virginia Yaptinchal, Coordinator 'f 
Investments, and Technical Assi sta.nt to the 
Governor of the Central Bank. 

Sunthorn Hongladar9m, Secretary General, 
National Economic Council, : 

C.R.C, Donald, Deputy Financial Secretary ~f 
Uganda ·, 

Leon RiE 1 State Counselor of the Federal 
Plannirig Institut~ of Yugoslavia, 



NOT FOR PUBLICP_l'ION be.fore_.11.:.QQ. Noon ~. $_. T. , January ~ 1 19~6 

E:~tracts frcn the Inau:··ural h.d0re ss 
delivered on Janue.l;'y 9, 1956~·in Hashington , D. c. 

by the 
Director of the Institute 
Professor A,K. Cairncross 

(Professor of Applied :c£conomics e.nd Director of the 
Departrr.ent of Social and Economic Research, 

G la sgov1 Uni ver si ty) 

t·Ja nre celebrating today the birth of a new Institute in circu.msta.nces so 

full of promise, and 90 uni11ue il1 th8 hi sto:t'Y of ban~-cing, that some words of 

welcome to the inft.nt. are called for. Eo cJ.oubt an Inau~ural Address is a poc)r 

substitute for a toast. But it is one way, and not e. bud t·ray, o.f vdshing the 

Institute a long and fruitful life, 

The Institute has no lack of well-wishers. As tha offspring of the Inter-

national Bank, it enjoys its support, not just in the forma l sense of being 

organized by the Bc.nk but in the far mc:Yre i1r.portant sense that it can dra\.r freely 

on the ex:perience of the Bank , as rec~ded in Bank ~locu."Jents or carried Wl-

recorded in the n:.ind s of its staff . ·rhe Inst1 t.u t1e he.s also the good fortune to 

be a godchild of the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations, \l:hicb are meeting half 

the cost over the first two ye ars e.nd have encoura~;ed the project from the 

outset. ~ iember governnents havB expressed a remarkable interest and have 

nominated officials vrhore services they could spare only at considerable sacri-

fice. 

All this adds up to a faith in the Institute which, however :_:-ratifying , 

places a heavy responsibility on those who direct it, They must ask themselves 

whe.t it is in thG institute th2.t so appeals to the ima:7:ination of its well-

wishers, t.·Jhat it c2n hope to c:cco:nr·lish and by what means this hope ce..n be 

brought to fulfilment. 
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The r!lellow light in 1.J'hich tho Institute 2,ppears is a. r e flected light: it 

refJ.ect s th'3 che.llenr:e presented by econo1:1ic develop::nent an1 the anxieties that 

go with the challe:1ge . Standards of li "'rin.;: in many cou..l'ltrio s e.re ~ appallin~ly 

low that it is a me~tter of prEtctice.l urgency to raise them, just a.s it is a 

matter of pract:i.cal urgency in vrea1thy cotmtrie s to do av.ray with poverty. It 

is also ureent to f ind an alternative to violent ann dictatorial methods of 

economic arJvance anc! to convey to relatively bac!~1"ard peoples a sense of l'~lOve

ment, purpose and par.ticipr.:~.tion. Still n~.oro ch:.l len.zing are the intellectual 

problems posed by "She widely d:5.fferent r a t e s at '-Jhich ~. evelopi:J.ent occurs in 

different countries and at different tlir1e s. The ~overnin~ preoccupation of an 

In stitute of Economic Develonment rr..ust be with g,n understanding; of the se 

differences a.nd with the pract:i cal steps by 1.J'hich the;y can be influenced. 

I shall first outline to you the tr::: .. sk ~tJhich the Insti tut.e hopes to fulfil 

and then .70 on to say so::1ething about trw 1!18)]' in which the Institute will be 

organized before discussing ~ir.tat you can hope to leurn in the next six months. 

The tas~c of the Institute is a hi0'hly pra cticnl one: to enhe.nce the 

potential usefulness in the ssrvice of their countries of a pic~:ed group of 

ac:rninistrators, ,.,hose norPU~l r3utics hc.ve some fairly direct bearing on economic 

development. Not only is this a severely pract:,ic~:~J. e.ir:1: it is in line vlith the 

traditional air.1 of the student of politica l economy fro·111 the time of Adam Srni th, 

who conceived his subj e ct tt<ro hundred years a::;o as "a DJ."anch of the science of 

a statesman or legislatorn and showed a concern ,.,ith Getting things done that is 

<Jven now not at all fashionable '1.-rith so!"le econoTaists. 

The fa.ct that the task of the Institute is ~"'ractical does not r1ean th?.t it 

can bE: st be accomplished ~'JY (J isdainln.:; the study of theory. It is only when 

theory has already reduced the chaos of observed fact to comparative orderliness 
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•that one can usefully d'-re11 on a recorded experience and elicit from it lessons 

of ,e:enera l application. Never:.heles s , ·:,heoi·y wj. ll occupy a position in the 

Institute's se!ninars subor0.inate to that of prac·C.ical and constructive proposals 

for doing somethin[~ . The main effort. Hill be concentrated on making economic 

prohlens ~.ore intellir,ible and on sifting the variety of ways :tn which they have 

been handled so e s to see vThich 1...rere succe ssfu1 and which were not. 

In acopting this approach, the Instltute 't·rill be follm..ring the example of 

mana g3ment ·crainine progr~rr.s and sta.ff colle ~;!es throu~hout the t,.rorld. They do 

not, as a rule, offer advc~nced courses in the the or~r of admini s -~:ra tion or 

generalship. They nake the !.,ore modest a.sstr"lption that a. man who already knO\<TS 

something of mana~enent and stra tegy can oecome a better :manager or a better 

stre. tegi st by comparin .~· notes 1t1i th his collea .~; ue:::, by learning :nore alJout the 

work of the epGcia lists whom he t.,.rill h.q,vc to coYltrol, and c."Jove f•. ll by enjoying 

a short respite from the pressure of de.y-to-d[!y c11J.t:t es and looking out with a 

detached ~:1ind tow2.rds :'1ore distant intellectual l1orizons . 

Sinlla.rly' we shall follow the eXOJ1J}Jle of staff colle r·e s and aC!vanced 

management training pror:rams in dispensing almost. entirely \-lith formal lectures, 

relying instead on debate in seminars and S'1a ller :.:;ro11ps, and on the preparation 

~f short reports by these sne..ller ~roups on sel8ct.ad proble;:-ns. This does not 

mean tho.t ue shall let the discussion move s.t re.ndoD from one topic to another 

or that we shall re:fr2.in from 1...rorking to a pre-arre.ngect sec~uence or idaas in 

oach saminar . Nor does it ~ean th2.t He shall c ::mfine the iliscussion to 

individual cases, as if they were of' interest for t heir 0 1 • ..rn sake . On the con

trary, we take the viei,.r that cases ;_:-re of interest and value chiefly as vj_vid 

lJ.lustrations of a general principle, and that the unique elements that are 

always pr13sent in each case, while they may titillate the ima~ination and allow 
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the principle to be swa llm,ed c.ll!"lo~:;t unnoticed, e.re of no intrinsic significance •. 

i nconsistent H·ith e.n eT:1phas1.s on Princi:':ile (vd.th a capitel P). But there is 

a. further rec;~son 1·Thy we c2n :'.!8.ke only a J .. inited use of theory. Tl:e fact is 

th.:.t there is .i.!O tmi versally acceptt3d tl.wory of econonic developnent , no 

received doctrine or cet, of funda1~1ental propositions the~ t vroul0 simplify our 

ta sl~ . There is not even P. ::sreer:ent as to the v:·.ri2.ble s on 1.Jhich attentioJl. should 

be concentr2.ted and in ter,:ls of Hhich 3. sa tisfact ory theory should be framed. 

On the contrary, it was rreciGely be cG.use tb.ere was no theory, because economic 

developnent vras found to be aJ.r;;ost. u.noccupie0. territory, that economists of 
sv.mrming 

every persuasion are/ in on it li~ce f orty-niners 1.nto CaJ.ifornia . 

Wl:Bn t hey he.ve all had their say, o_ large e lr:r1ent of unpredictability 

t.rill al\.,rays remain. li'or economic developr:wnt is si:-~1ply history seen from 

one angl o and is of the t:tam.e stuff a s t he human be.ings Hho go to :~ake ·+ l u e Hen 

are unwise and curiously planned , so curiously thc. t hu-::;K~n conduct can n ·'"lver 

be reduced t o the J.evel of pr>::Jclse uni.for!.·,!.ity in sL .. 1j.l ar circumstances that 

governs the behaviour of the ex:ternal ~~ro:t .. ld. This being so , it is open to 

question whethe;r' the s ~~e .. rch for § theory of econor.1ic development 1.d.ll mee t 

-v.ri th any better f a te than tl1e search f or a philosophy of history, 

We Sh8.ll not aim c-:~t soar inc generalize. tions or un:L ver sn l for-:.:'lulae. A.s 

f ::.r as possible , we sl·.talJ.. start a.t the oth:; r end, Hif~h the problem.s as they 

present themselves , and work b~.ck tows.rd ,s the ~;eneral considerations thet rrLELy 

contribute to a solution of the se !_:•roble!~1. s. VJe shall try to discover 'ltJhn.t has 

worked and 111he. t has not and enlist your help in the C1Uest . Our object will be 

t0 marry ex~)erienca t;".nd ana lysis , us in :?; both as f'e.r as time and hu~nan capacity 

per:mi t. \Je s 1·1all hope tc draw on your expe;cj_ence as \.Jell e.s on our otm. and the 

experience of the staff of the Bank, 
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Let me turn now to t~e or~anization of the Institute and the curriculum 

of work. V.!e he.ve tried to m<.,ke the e.tr1o.sphere th.:·. t of a club rather than a 

college and ue shall do our best to make you feel th2.t this is, for the time 

beine , your ho1~19. \-Thi.le H8 have nana~cd to find room for everybody this time, 

we shall not be able to ~.o so in future. Hhen ·there are 25 of you, we shall 

have to arr~.nqe for al:Jout hz.lf the numbe:;:- t o live elsEnvhere . 

You. rnay he.~.re 2.skod :-rourfl'?lves ,.;hy it should have been decided to locate the 

Institute in l.Jasl1ington r 0.ther t be-n in so!ne other pe.rt of the United Sta tes or 

abroad, for exc.n'lple, in the neicrhborhood or evon on the cetmpus of one of the 

universities th:c t t axG a profe s s:i.ona.l interest in the problem Hhich we 1..rill be 

discussing. r::.'here is one very s in1~le c.nm.r·ar to this queDtion . There is 

probably no other to1m i.n the 1vor1:1 in uhich t here live 1:1ore citizens vrhose 

daily concern is wi th econcr1ic development in all its a~pects . Apart from the 

staff of the Inter nR tional B2.nk, t h0re is a host of people a ttached to other 

a.~en ~J. e s such as the Intsrno.t:tonal I·~onete.ry Fun~ , the ?eder::.l Reserve Boarc. , 

the Department of t3tate or one of the ntnnerous embas~ies, upon 1...rho!.!l 1-·Te can dra1..r 

to leact a discussio:1 o:- to rJrovi rJe o.:::port 1movrledze and ('(Uid2.nce . 'l,here is also 

readily available a mass of mD. tei'ic~l on economic development in the doc'l...lments 

·chat are so as~i~uously turn.ed out by the staff' of the Bunk and this naterial 

should provide u~ with L1tere s tin-; illustrs tions s.nd case stu,.., i.e s . There are 

innumerable librc.:rie s to su'Y'II~1e~.1ent our sm.~ ll reference library here . Apart from 

all this, there t.re the facili.tj .s s of: a 1ar.?·o city in whi~h ~ta.ny of Y9U already 

have friand s and in which you. 1...ri 11 cflrtainly 01ee t many distinguished figures in 

!JOli tics , acacie!"'..ic life , administra tion and b11sine ss from whom you nay learn 

sorne thing of value. You 1,rill find on all hands an anxiety to help you and to 

make your stay in this cou..n:try a pleasant and fruitful one. 
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tve intend to occupy a ~ood part of your time over the next six nonths in 

seminars an0 m.eetinrs of si··1s.ller ~~roups; but \ve h2.ve no ,,Jish to over-organize 

your work and \vill leave ;vou with plenty of tir11e for read ing; and individual 

stuoy. 

Sem~.nars \·rill bs confi ned -to c1. period of about two hours every morning 
also 

except on 1-:iondays e.nd Fridays, when :r1eeting8 \\'ill/take place in the af't<~rnoon , 

In c:.ll, 1-1e have scheduled 120 .;;eminar meetings divided bebr~een 14 short courses, 

at each of \-Ihich a member of the Institute staff 1·!ill t0.ke t he chair . i;Je shall 

start vri th a gener2.l rev:i.e1 . .J of v1ha t a.p,e ~,;,r to ,_Je the strs.togic factors in 

develop.11ent so that you may for!"l some l_)icture of the way in 't.Jhich c.n entire 

economy reSl)Onds to the forcGs of chanr;e . 'l,;Je s~e.ll discuss ho1-1 economies have 

gained momentum in the pe.st, ,,rhat it is that unctergoe s devolop;·nent, who · gains 

by development and 1t·1ho t-r.::nts it, an~. hOi! the pace of fevelop·:1ent can be measured . 

vle shall look o.t the experience of sone com1tries vJhere th8 c:-tanges have been 

particularly drB.me:l:',ic an0 try to assr.;ss the post.-\.Jar experience of the under-

developed countries alongside ·C,ha·s of the ~·'>.ore Cl.~3veloped . T..Je shall try to 

pinpoint the ::.1J.D;ni tu:-ies th8 t arc centr ·:;. l to the v1hol3 proeess and shov1 how a 

change in one sets off.' che.n~es ln tho others. 

tve shall also try , e .. t this early stage in the course , to dispose of as 

many as possible of the nore c~. ifficult theoret.:i.co.l and conceptual problems that 

must be tac!:led before you can ge.in 2 .. ft~.ller 11nderstanti. in.~; of the more i)OSi ti ve 

policies which will be the subject of l cter discusJions . 

The second l)a.rt of t.he cours8 , overlapping to some extent \.Ji th the first 

but occupying a longer ti::ne, 't.-Ji::!. l r1 eal less 1,-.ri.th tr.e :-:~ overr1ent of the v.rhole 

economy than H'ith the efl'ects on the econor;!.y of ~Ja,rticu1ar policies . For exs.r.1ple , 

it 1..rill cover the Hays in uhich mo"0.etE~ry polic3r, eonnercial policy, trar1e policy, 

price policy and inve str.1ont policy c -.~.n 1)e brout;ht i~1to play so as to ensure that 
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growth can take place harmoniously and Hithout the violent chan:-;es of course 

that so easily result fro:11 ini'lat1on , be.1ance of paymonts deficits , over

ar~1bi tious investment pro'Sro.ms , etc . 

The thix·r:t gro1..1.p of semina.r meetings, some of -1..rhich ;,;ill st.-::.rt fai:;," 1~r soon 

while others will be doferred until the enr~, 1-.r:i 11 0.eal ".·Ti th indiv~lCiu2.l sectors 

Ruch as a~l'"icultnre , :nanufac:.urins and po,ver and transport and \vi th tha tech

nique of preparing a prot;ran of econO"'~tic C.evelopr:1ent in iorhich mec:-.sures to promote 

growth in each of these sectors can be adeq,lately coordinated. This last group 

of PJeetine;s , Hhich uil1 cover ;~'"Jout he.lf the tot2l course , ,,rill deal ,,.ri th more 

specific projects t han the ,~ther tt.Jo and wi11J. deal with them mere positively, 

making freouer:t referance to experience '<Tith sir:1ilar projects ov·er t!:.e }Xtst 10 

years . 

The responsibility for condu~~ting the discussion in ·3c.ch of these se.:tJ.inars 

will rest 1.-ri th the chair;nc:.n E:.nd he ~..rill ncrma1ly :i.Gsue e. short outline, i-ri th 

some of the --,s.in 1.ssues to be dis~usseri, ln adve.nce of es.ch meet.in~; . He 1.1ill 

not, hovJever, in a11 case e ~)repare this out. line or himself lot::r} the discussion . 

From time to t-.l.me the subject Hill be introduced by nn ez:port from the staff 

of the Ban~-c or r..not.lvn- n.::ency in 1,fe. shington, ·or by a re cog:nized authority 

specially in vi ted frOJn elsewhere • Each of' ;rou \-!ill be expected to tm'ierta.ke 

this task on at leaet one occasion. 

Aft·3r th-s seminar meetings :i.n the ""',ornings , tve sht:.J.l he.ve shorter meetings 

of s~·.!.e.ller groups '"hich may t..hra sh out ~~,1ore fully problems r c.ised durinc the 

full semine.r or (~ae to com·s up a t the next ser:d.nar neeting or may Dlan and pre

pare short rt:Jports over e. perio·, of oevere.l months. ·rhe ::3e rGport,s vrill be on 

subjects of special intere .st. an:-:1 the ?roups preparinr, the:r;. vrill have the 

assistance of a mcnnber of the staff a s advisor but not D s c~air!i1cn or draft~.an . 
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The reports, once prepar'Jd, \Jill be Cl.eh:;.ted in full seminar an..-1 if they appear 

to be of sufficient interest ~~a.y hs published. 

I have referred to .guest speal\:ers who \.JOI.ll-4 cor!'le to seminar :~'l eetin&;s. 

From time to time - perhc-.ps c. bout once a week - 'I.<Te should also wish to invite 

speakers from outsi0e the Bank , eenerally to evening meetings attended not only 

by the participants but by somE.J members of the Bank's ste . .ff as well. 

1Jha.t c2.n ,..,e hope to learn from u course of this l·:ind? In ny jud;~n:ent, four 

things: so:me perception of the int(:1 rdependence of the various eleml3nts of the 

economic system; an i:~1F_ .. oved quantitative perspective; an understanding of 

adninistra ti ve sno.gs; and G. sense of t he orde:c in v:hich problems should be 

tac!<:led. 

The first of these represents the peculiar contrihution of economics; 

anyone setting out to rro::,ote ec cnonic devJlorr:Jent ·"'i thout sOiil.O f e.milia.rity 

with economics is J..i1m an explo::··:::r :'?oin~; into the j unr;le \.r.ithout a nap . I:cono

rr.i sts have spent a. lot of time r.1aking r~aps an~ reading :1.o.ps; and even if some 

of the :·'1~.ps Hre r cther f£=a'lcy, or ~e t some of the lo.nctmarks wron~ , few people tr1ho 

have 'r)een trainee to USB economi,3tG 1 ne.ps ever give 1..1.p :1oing so . They show how 

+he variaus bi-G8 of an econ·Jmy are l:i.nh:ed together , often in unsuspected ways, 

ant] ho1,1, if you stc.rt off i r:merJiately in one diruct:lon , you nay foJlO\.f a path 

that ta!tes you fe.r fro~;; ~rour ~, es-~ination. A gove:::-n- ~.ent st.~.rts to run a bu0.e;et 

deficit a.nd i3 surpri2ed wl1en 9eo!; le co:~:1plain tha t the cost of livin ~:· ie rising. 

7h~ banking systen extends crsdit fraely an~ is beffled by a deterioratio~ in 

the balance of :tar.ents . The prir!e of >:->otatoe s is cut in hall' and \!i thin a few 

months there :.1.r-:1 queues for potatoee at any price . rhese are simple enough 

exe.mple s. But it is otd t o astound.i.ng hm.r often tha ree.dily predictible con

sequences of an e.c-1:. of govern:~en t rer·lB.in unforeseen because some ele:r'!entary 

economic principle has not been ~rasped or, j_f qrasped, has not been taken 
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seriously . 

t~ second , and no l e ss i r.1porta:t1 t. , a i n of t he course is to develop skill in 
ma r $ha lling of stAtistics relevant to policy decisions . 

selection and/ Bv this I do not ···ean ability to sub;i!i t e. :.:1ass of 

sta. tistic s to elo.bort.te mathe~:te. tical raanipule.tion . 'I'his is a speciali·zed 

technique that He are not <;ualified to teach and that t a kes much lon~;er than 

six ~11onths to lear1.1, The stati stice. l drills tha t 1-.re shall 1-Iish :1ou to follow 

are the kind that help you to look at a t able an -~ pick out c:.t once the informa-

tion that is siGnificant for your purposes . You C(:n lee.rn a Great deal by 

comparing the fi f ure s for rtifferent countries, by observing rates of c!1-:.nge over 

long periods , by steeping yourself in the fi r·ures relatin .~ to some one subje ct 

and acouirin~:: a sense of wln .t is noriTla l an-::1 credible and what is t.bnorm9.l and 

in need of corroboration. 

It has been emphasized to us by Professor K11Zn.Bts that one of the :.~reatest 

deficiencies in underdeveloped cow1tries is pre cisely this fe2 l for fi.n;ure s , 

the cri tlceJ. power to sat 2- side ficure s the. t depart too far from experience 

elsevrhere to he reliable and to r1 erive from stray indj.cations a cw·.1ulative 

i mpression of the truG :tla2'nitudes . '::hi a is not , I nay ad -1., a clefic:tency peculi a r 

t o underdeveloped cou.ntrie s but l1as been r: trongly i:"'lpre ssed on 1:1y !!'lind iJ1 every 

ac1Tl1inistre.tive post the.t I have held as the u.ost cor:r10n failing of otherwise 

competent e.r.1mini str2. tors in \ l'e stern cmu1trie s . I ar~1 not confident that ue can co 

much to r ei!ledy any deficiency of th~~ s :~ind i!'l so short a ti~ne but v,re certainly 

intend to try . 

I s.~-:1 ;~:ore hopeful of tbe outco:'.1EJ u.nder my third heading : a greater av1are -

·1ess of adl~ini stra. ·(jive sna.z s . You <:re al1 , aft6r alJ , experienced a dninistrators 

dnd have spent a ~~;ooc1 part of your lives trying to foresee snags and devising 

ways of avoiding them. Yon should have no diff iculty in understandin:~ wha t we 

are talking about when vre discuss adininistr2t.ive m~tte:rs or in contributing 
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from your Ohrperience e:;:ar;pJ.es of ~·ooc1 c:~n · 1 't"rad ad.ministre.tive procedures . 

! ~ oreover, admin1strution lends itself to 8.l12~1ysis case by n2.so because , while 

it is difficult to lay down perfectly general rules to cover every possible 

situation, it is rele.tively ee.sy -to ,:,etect in a good case stur:1y ele:.YJ.ents that 

keep cropping up in other contexts. It is not true in 2..dqinistrrtion, ES Lord 

Keynes once allageri that it t--F. S true in applied economics , that there -~-re only 

a score or so of questions that really na.tter . It is also not true that one 

can beco:ne a. ~;aor1 adninistr,~.tor as one ca.n become a :::ood economist !J:>r :Jtudy 

a.n,i reflection c:.lone; probably the bGst ;,.ray to bccor:Le a goor1 admi.nistr ,~· tor is 

to 1-rork under · one. Bat it is true tlu:.t one can make a, great r~eal of progress 

by listening to first-claso ad:ninis"'vrators disclJ .. ssing in detail a score 

or so of represen·te.tive cases calJ.ing for an administrative deeision. I believe 

it to be true also thc::.t it is ex1~re~;lely rewardin!~ to investigF.J.te mistekes a.nd 

muddles , and not lool-:;: all the tirJe e.t exa~!J.~les of adtlinistra. tive goo~J sense , 

beca.use the ::ista.kcs tend to rope:J.t the~~lselves , c.n0 the muddles are. only 

strai~htened out once they are reco-gn:i.zec1 as :~n0.d1es . Host s~s.;;s are seen in 

retrospect i..vhen thinGs bee: in to ~o wronr: , not when everythinY,; goes so a.>:J.oothly 

that the faa.t of organization involved p$-saes unnoticed . \-Je sh::tll try, therefore , 

to inclu0e some cases that are f 2.r fro:m beinrs modE~ ls of good admlnistr~.tion 

rather than consta.ntly ptlt before you projects , if indeed there c-~re t.n~r , against 

which r.o \,vorc1 of cri ticis.:n could be levelled . 

It is a ~ood administr2 tive rule to attend to first thin~s first . 3ut it 

is also a diffic~.J.lt pro1)Jer! - an,.J or1r-:1 generally settled by politicians rather 

than administrators ... to :Jeci ,.:J e v1ha.t shoulr:~ be done first in a countrv ea~er J .. ~ 

to develop its econom"'· · We hope - o.nc~ this is ou:r fourth objective - that we 

may be able to help you to a clearer vie'-1 of -::>riorities . vle cannot tell you 
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whether you should r1.1te schools e.bove pot·rer stations or factories above roads . 

But \ole can perhc:.ps br5.ng out what room for r:~anoeuvre there is between 

alternative lines of policy and i .. rhat net~lect or post1:-onement of G.ction in any 

particular area of policy may cost. You ,.Jill be a1J1e to study the historical 

sequence of events i.n cOU.L"ltries which have already passed throu~h th0 early 

stages of economic deveJ.opment, and jucl e~e Hhe.t :Jade the biggest contribution 

to that development . You may acquire a surr:n .. gra.sp of wh8.t ree..11y drives an 

economy forward :.'.nd vrhat ma€nitudes are relevant to a senrdble allocation of 

resources. 

I should like to con~lude by saying sorn.ethinz a0out the ' . .Jay in vrhich this 

Institute im~qinges upon the t-.ror~.;: of the 3e..nk aDd about the bas1.s on which you 

will be coopera~inc with the Bank . 

In organizinz the Insti t.ute, the Bclnk has been r:indful of its re spon.sibili

ties Hhich take an equal place 1....Jith its povrer c.s a great financi..:..l institution 

to provide the r~.eans t.b..roue;h whi(:!h some of th::; ~ore ir-i.portant !)rejects of 

develop::nent have been financed . The JnternntionnJ. Ban:{ is not r.1erely 2. bank, 

but an a~ency set up tc promo~0 the co:v~on intbrests of its rnenbers . It hes 

used various '11ethoc~s of assisti.n[~ more rapid economic devclo~Jment throu~::hout the 

world, inc.:ltv.1ing 1oans , su-rvey ·;i ssions , tho ·(Jrovi sion o.f economic and financial 

advisors , and so on . T'he ~conor:lic Development Institute represents one more 

effort towqrds the srune eno. 

~. s an interne.tional a &·ency-, the Bank has no axe to grincl , no y>ri va te or 

national intet'ests to pro:not.e . It c2.n vi r3\v economic developMent objectively and 

in setting up the Institute he.s left us with full aca.demic fre8dom to pursue our 

inquiries wherever they lead us end to dr2w the conclusions that appear to us 

to emerge from the facts . W!1ile 1.re a.re not. attached to a university vre are fre e 
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to conduct the Inzti tute ui th all the intellectual freedom that the 1-:1embers of 

a lli"liversi~~y throughout history have sou:;ht. 

lJor is the Institute e. 7.\}8re a:?r:urten.s.nce of the Bank. You, as participants, 

and we, a.s the staff, are engG.ged in a cooperative venture that \·le hope ,.Jill be 

of 1:1.utu:-:: 1 ac:vanta::;e to us both. As I 'tvrote to you last August, we look on the 

course as one 11 in -which 1 . .Je all contri'l)nte what He can out of our training, 

reading and experience . :Sor:lG of us may have given mol"e thoueht to matters of 

general principle while otbers have a more intirra ·:,e and first-hand acqu.e.into.nce 

1,.Ji th the concrete pro,Jle'1s of one or nore urv1er '.~eveloped countries . But every

body po.rticipating in the course , Hhether f ron tho staf:' of the Bank or from the 

staff of a. member r;overnmcnt, he.s o. great r1eal to lea:::-n a~J01,lt the who:Le process 

of develoi>ment, ho,J it yari e s from one country to anoth8r, a.nd 1-rhat :::1easures 

ha.vo been J'ou.n0 to VJ0 :~ 1 ~ succe ssf.uJ.ly . 'VJI3 vJa:nt you , therefore, to 1..r0rk in 

association ,,;i th us anC. unde:;.-- onr r;nj_da.nce , not to treat the course a~1 a one 

sidGd affair in ~..rhicr. -..re l e.y do,,rn a set of clee.rl:.r establisher) truths that have 

been revealed to us but are as ""ret tm}G.'tOHn to y ou. . 'rhe International Bank 

attaches great in~ortance to thiH proce1:s of J11ut.u:.l elluce.tion and hopes that 

it viill be of bene:f'it to tho Bank as Hell as to you and to your country. " 



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

(WORLD BANK) 
1e1a H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON 25, D.C. TELEPHONE: EXECUTIVE 3-6360 

SUBJECT: Economic DevelopTIB nt Institute. 

Attached is a full text of the inaugural address delivered by Professor 
A. K. Cairncross on the occasion of the opening of the Economic Development 
Institute on January 9th in Washington~ D. C. 

The Economic Development Institute is a new center for study and train
ing in economic development. It has been organized by the World Bank with 
financial assistance from the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations. The object 
of the Institute is to meet the need of the less developed countries for a 
general improvement of economic management in government, by increasing the 
number of administrators skilled in dealir~ with problems of economic policy 
and with the planning and administration of development programs. 

Tnere are 14 participants in the first six-months' course. All of them 
are senior officials of the countryJ or territory of the member country, 
which nominated them. They come from Belgium (African territories), .· 
Ceylon~ Colombia, Egypt, Haiti, India~ Japan, N~xicoJ Nigeria, PakistanJ 
PhilippinesJ Thailand~ Uganda and Yugoslavia. 

The first Director of the Ir..stitute is Professor Cairncross, who has 
been granted leave of absence for the purprne from his position as Professor 
of Applied Economics and Director of the Department of Social and Economic 
Research of Glasg<JVIr University. The Bank has made two of its own staff mem
bers available to serve full time with the Institute and other staff members 
will contribute to the work of the Institute from time to time. Professor 
Ragnar ~'urkse of Columbia University and Mr. P. s. Narayan Prasad, Indian 
Executive Director of the International Monetary Fund will take charge of 
the seminars on commercial and financial policy. It is also planned to have 
visiting speakers who are well-known authorities on various subjects being 
studied at the Institute. 

The Rockefeller Foundation and the Ford Foundation have agreed to con
tribute up to $85 3 000 each to meet half the cost of the Instit~te during 
the first two years; the remaining cost will be met by the World Bank. Each 
government represented is making a contribution of $1,500 in respect of its 
nominee and is giving him leave of absence with pay from his official position 
in his home country. 

The Institute is located at 1620 Belmont Street, N. W.J ~ashingtonJ D. C. 
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The officials attending the first course are: 

Belgium (African territo-ries): 

Colombia: 

Egypt: 

Haiti: 

India: 

Janan: 
~ 

. Mexico: 

~geria: 

Pakistan: 

Fhilipninc s: 

Thailand: 

Ugand-:1: 

Yugoslavia: 

Attachment 

J.F~G9 Goffin _, Chief Inspector of Economic 
Alfair-3~ Y.Linistry of Colonies. 

S.E~P. JanszJ Deputy Director of Economic 
hesearch of the Central Bank. 

Alvaro Ortiz I,ozano., Executive Director of the 
National Com::ni ttee-on Planning_, and Economic 
Secretary t o the President of the Republic. 

Abdel Moneim Ahmed Mohamed El Banna, Director 
General of the Economic a11d li'inancial Research 
Depa:rtment of the Ministry of Finance and 
Economy. 

Ernest Bonromme, Under-Secretary of State for 
National ~conomy . 

F. c. DhaunJ Deputy Secretary1 Department of 
Economic Affairs; IV.Linistry of Finance. 

Hisashige Eirose. Deputy Chief of the Policy 
Section, 'Cvo,rdfnation and Policy Department 
of the Lank of Japan • 

Jorge Esoinosa de los ReyesJ Chief of the 
Economic Research Unit of the National 
Investment Co1mnission. 

J. 0. Udoji_, Permanent Secretary to the 
.Ministry oi Health_, Eastern Region . 

Mush taq Ahma<l, Financial ~\.d.viser with rank 
of Joint Secretary in the l'~inistry of Finance. 

Hiss Virginia .Yap!inchay_, Coordinator of 
Investments_, and 1echnical Assistant to 
the Governor of the Central Bam{ . 

Sunthorn Hon:=- l adarom Secretary General, 
------- ---~-· _ .• J 
National Ec o:.--wm:i c Council . 

C.R.C. Donald_, Deputy Financial Secretary of 
Uganda .. 

I~on Ri£, State Counselor of the Federal 
Planning Institute of Yugoslavia. 



ECONOMIC DEVEI£JPIJIENT I!'!STITU'.t1E - ·---- ·-··-
Inaugural Address delivered on 

January 9J 1956 in Washington, D. C. 
by the 

Director of the Institute 
Professor A.K. Cairncrocs 

(P'.rof'essor of Applied Economics and Direct ~.-:.~ of the 
Department of Social and Economic Research, 

Glasgow University) 

There is an ancient custom in my country which requires newly appointed 
Professo~s to preach themselves into their Chair in an inaugural lecture. 
Such a lecture 1 which I have so far conscientiously avoided in my ~n Univer
sity3 is usually delivered before a gathering of colleagues and undergraduates 
and a few stray me~rs of the general public who 1 as like as not~ have come 
along to keep warm. The object of the lect1~e, apart from any insight that 
it affords into the larger problems of a complex subject, is presum~bly to 
allow the lecturer_, through the profundity of his learning or the fire of his 
rhetoric~ to demonstrate the wisdom of his electat·s and the good fortune of 
his future students. 

Such objects, even if it were within my power to indulge them, would be 
out of place today. We are not celebrating some event in the life of a mem
ber of the staff or the succession of one Professor by another, but the birth 
of a new Institute in circumstances so full of promiseJ and so unique in the 
history of banking,., that some words of welcome to the infant are called for. 
No doubt a.n Inaugu:r'al Address is a poor substitute f'or a toast. But it is one 
Yiay,., and not a bad Y.rayJ of wishing the Institute a long and fruitful life. 

The Institute has no lack of well-wishers. As the offspring of the 
International Bank 8 it enjoys its su.pport.J not just in the formal sen.se of 
being organized by the Bank but in the far more important sense that it can 
draw freely on the experience of the Bank, as recorded in Bank documents or 
carried unrecorded in the minds of its staff. 1he In~titute has also the 
good fortune to be a god-child of the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations_, 'VIrhich 
are meeting half the cost over the first two years and have encouraged the 
project from the outset. Member governments have expressed a remarkable in
terest and have nominated officials whose services they could spare only at 
considerable sacrifice. Many private persons have solicited admission to 
our first course and have had to be reminded that they ne'ed to be nominated 
by their government and that their government has to be a member of the 
Bank-- a condition that rules out a surprising number of our correspondents . 
Economists, approached to join the staff~ have uniformly combined an unfortu
nate incapacity to come at once 1,vi th an obviously genuine anxiety to be inv'i. ted 
again later. 

All this adds up to a faith in the Institute which~ however gratifyin~, 
places a hea'Try responsibility on those who direct it. ':'hey must ask themselves 
what it is in the Institute that so appeals to the imagination of its well
wishersJ what it can hope to accomplish and by what means this hope can be 
brought to fulfilment. 
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The mellow light in ·which the Institute appears is a reflected light. 
It reflects the challenge presented by economic development and the amcieties 
that go with the challenge; it reflects also the hopes that arise au tomatical
ly in anything sponsored by the International Bank, with its long record of 
success in promoting well-founded plans of economic development~ Everyone 
believes that there are right ways and wrong ways of trying to speed up devel
opment, and it is reasonable to look to the Bank for guidance in discovering 
and making known the right ways. Eve~one~ for a variety of reasonsJ finds in 
the problems of development a challenge. Standards of living in many countries 
are so appallingly low that it is a matter of practical urgency to raise themJ 
just as it is a matter of practical urgency in wealthy countries to do away 
with poverty. It is also urgent to find an alternative to violent and dictato
rial methods of economic advance and to convey to relatively backward peoples 
a sense of movement, purpose and participation. Still more challenging are 
the intellectual problems posed by the widely different rates at which develop
ment occurs in different countries and at different times. The governing 
preoccupation of an Institute of Economic Develo?ment must be with an under
standing of those differences and with the practical steps by which they can 
be influenced. 

There may a9pear to be some incor~ruity between the high purposes which 
the Institute professes and the scale on which it will operate. It is by no 
means obvious what can be hoped for from a seminar in Washington for about 
15 senior officials -- or even one for the 25 whom we are now selecting for 
the second course. Are there mysteries that they can learn in a brief six 
months that will avail to :make t..heir countries flourish and that can be 
learned in no other way? He would be a bold man who would return a loud af
firmative to that question. He would have to shout down relays of sceptics J 

some doubtful of the answers that can be given, some of the power of economists 
to give the right answers J some of their power to make those answers understood 
in so short a timeJ and some of the likelihood of getting gover~~ents or their 
peoples to act ~~sely, even with an array of Solomons to advise them. 

I am not much good at loud affirmatives and despair of being able to 
shout any one dawn even if I approved of the practice. Let me offer you, 
however, at least some slight hope that you may not be entirely wasting your 
time and the time of your govern~ent in coming here. I shall first outline 
to you the task which the Institute b.o9es to fulfil and then go on to say 
something about the way in vvhich the Institute will be organized before dis
cussing what you can hope to learn in the next six months. 

The task of the Institute is a highly practical one: to enhance the 
potential usefulness in the service of their countries of a picked group of 
administrators, whose normal duties have some fairly direct bearing on economic 
development. Not only is this a severely practical aim: it is in line with 
the traditional aim of the student of political economy from the time of Adam 
Smith, who conceived of his subject two hundred years ago as "a branch of the 
science of a statesman or legislator" and showed a concern with getting things 
done that is even n~I not at all fashionable with some economists. The twin 
planks of his platform -- to provide a plentiful subsistence for the people 
and a sufficient revenue for the state -- might also be found remarkably 
up-to-date by modern 11 statesmen or legislators." The approach of the Institute 
to economic development is thus not particularly novel., although it is to be 
hoped that a great deal more is known nowadays about economic development than 
was known in the 18th Century. 
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Th9 fact that the task of the Institute is practical does not mean that 
it can be~st be accrnnplished by disdaining the study of theory. In education 
for high respo~~ibilities~ a straight line is rarely the shortest distance 
between two points. It may be necespary to withdraw a little from the facts 
in order to gain a better view of them1 to reflect on imaginary situations 
before comprehending what really happensJ and to trust the farce of logic 
when the evidence of everyday experience is in doubt. It is only when theory 
has already reduced the chaos of observed fact to eO!-nparative orderliness 
that one can usefully dwell on a recorded experl.ence .and elicit from it lessons 
of general application. 

Nevertheless 1 theory will occupy a position in the Institute 1 s se~ars 
subordinate to that of practical and constructive proposals for doing something. 
It will be assumed that eve~one has already some knowledge of elementary 
economics, some familiaritywith the concepts and jargon of the economist., and 
some practice in tackling the type of economic problem that will be under dis
cussion. Some effort ·will go to extending that knowledge and fami.liari ty 1 but 
the main effort "¥d.ll be concentrated on making economic problems more intelli
gible and on sifting the variety of ways in which they have been handled so as 
to see which were successful and which were not. 

In adopting this approach, the Institute vdll be following the example of 
management training programs and staff colleges throughout t.he world. 'I'h.ey do 
not 1 as a rule, offer advanced courses in the thee~ of administration or 
generalship; and they are rarely under the illusion that whatever courses they 
do offer will turn incompetent managers or officers into Lord l~fields or 
General Eisenhowers. They make the more modest assumption that a man who al
ready knows something of management and strategy can become a better manager 
or a better strategist by comparing notes with his colleagues, by learning 
more about the work of the specialists whom he will have to control, and above 

·all by enjoying a short respite from the pressure of day-to-day duties and 
looking out ~~th a detached mind towards more distant intellectual horizons. 

Similarly J we shall follow the example of staff colleges and advanced 
management training programs in dispensing aL~ost entirely with formal lec
tures4 relying instead on debate in seminars and smaller groups 1 and on the 
preparation of short reports by these smaller groups on selected problems. 
This does not mean that we shall let the discussion move at random from one 
topic to another or that we shall refrain from working to a pre-arranged 
sequence of ideas in each seminar. Nor does it mean that we shall confine 
the discussion to individual cases~ as if they ~ere of interest for their 
O"frn sake. On the contrary 1 we take the view that cases are of interest and 
value chiefly as vivid illustrations of a general principle., and that the 
unique elements that are always present in each case, while they may titillate 
the imagination and allow the principle to be swallowed almost unnoticed, are 
of no intrinsic significance. 

Thus the subordinate place occupied by The~ (with a capital T) is not 
inconsistent with an emphasis on Principle (with a capital P). Just as doctors 
had to have some working rules when medical science was still relatively 
primitive, and management consultants operate with success without much theory 
to guide them., so administrators can gain by following "the simple little rules 
and few" that emerge as maxims or worldng principles long befare they become 
absorbed in the general body of theory. 
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But there is a further reason why we can make only a limited use of 
theory. The fact is that there is no universally acce9ted theory of economic 
development, no received doctrine or set of fundamental propositions that 
would simplify our task. There is not even agreement as to the variables on 
which attention should be concentrated and in terms of which a satisfactory 
theory should be fl:'amed. On the contrary_, it was precisely because there was 
no theoryJ because economic development was found to be almost unoccupied 
territory, that economists of every persuasion began to swarm in on it like 
forty-niners into California. 

The human intellect, like nature., abhors a vacuum, and if it cannot devise 
a rational explanation of events that trouble i tJ ·will tum to myth and magic 
for comfoi"t • Economic develolJment does trouble the world as never before and 
people are all too willing to listen to the medicine men who claim to have the 
spells and rituals to command it. So long as economists fail to provide intel
ligible explanations of growth and development, the medicine men will held the 
field. Why do the people., in the words of Holy VVri t., imagine a vain thing? 
Because they are offered hope ~ere the economist must often show scepticism; 
and because they are offered quick returns where the economist is bound to 
underline the continuity and gradualness of things. It is the business of 
economists to seek out and bring into the light the true sources of the wealth 
and economic prosperity of nations; but their task is not an easy one. 

~hen they have had their say~ a large element of unpredictability-- per
haps even of magic -- will always remain. For economic development is simply 
history seen from one angle and is of the same stuff as the Human beings who 
go to make it. Men are unwise and curiously planned., so curiously that human 
conduct can never be reduced to the level of precise uniformity in similar 
circumstances that governs the behaviour of the external world. This being so, 
it is open to question whether the search for a theorJ of economic development 
will meet -vvi. th any better fate than the search for a philosophy of history. 
One can try to encompass too much experience in a single generalization or try 
too early, and in too great ignorance of the range of human experience, to make 
all-embracing generalizations that soon prove not only false but unhelpful. It 
is only too apparentJ when every country in the world is in one sense or another 
underdeveloped and countries differ as much as Japan and Jordan, China and 
Ruanda-Urundi, t hat any propositions a9plicable to all of them must either be 
highly abstract or highly tentative. 

Economists in my countrJ have long been taught to be distrustful of long 
chains of reasoning, to use abstraction sparinglyJ and to keep a watchful eye 
on what actually happens. 1his seems to me sound training and one that we 
should do well to stick to. Vve shall not aim at soaring generalizations or 
universal formulae. As far as possible, we shall start at the other end, with 
the problems as they present themselves, and work back towards the general con
siderations that may contribute to a solution of these problems. Vve shall try 
to discover what has worked and what has not and enlist your help in the quest. 
Our object will be to marry experience and analysis 11 using both as far as time 
and human capacity permit. Vve shall hope to draw on your experience as well 
as on our own and the experience of the staff of the Bank. But experience being 
rarely hewn to the dimensions of a good structure of analysis, you cannot get 
a clear view of such a stn1cture by illustration and case-histories alone; 
there will be times when we shall have to start with analysis and theory in 
order to show how things fit together. 
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let me turn new to the organization of the Ins tit ute and t he curriculum 
n:f work. You h,qve alread-J seen and_, I hope_, admired the physical facj_lit i es 
t hat 1Ne enjoy. Vii th the exception of I\11iss Yaptinchay, you will all be housed 
togethe r J each with a room of your own. There are a number of public rooms 
where you can relax_, a seminar room, a library1 and offices for the staff. 
We have tried to make the atmosphere that of a club rather than a college and 
we shall do our best to make you feel that this is_, for the time being, your 
home. While we have managed to find room for everybody this time, we shall 
not be able to do so in future. When there are 25 of youJ we shall have to 
arrange for about half the number to live elsewhere. 

You may ha-~e asked yourselves why it should have been decided to locate 
the Institute in Yiashington rather than in some other part of the United 
States or abroadJ for example, in the neighborhood or even on the campus of 
one of the universities that take a professional interest in the problem which 
we will be discussing. There is one very simple answer to this question. 
There is probably no other town in the world in which there live more citizens 
whose daily concern is Tvi th economic development in all its aspects. Apart 
from the staff of the International Bank, there is a host of people attached 
to other agencies such as the International Monetary Fund_, the Federal Reserve 
Board) the Department of State or one of the numerous embassies, upon whom we 
~an draw to lead a discussion or to provide expert knowledge and guidance. 
rfhere is also readily available a mass of material on economic development in 
the documents that are so assiduously turned out by the staff of the Bank and 
·~his material should provide us with interesting illustrations and case studies. 
There are innumerable libraries to supplement our small reference library here. 
Apart from all this, there are the facilities of a large city in which many of 
you already have friends and in which you -,rill certainly meet many distinguished 
f i gures in politics 1 academic life, acLrninis tra ti on and business from whom you 
may learn s orne thing of value. Yo\l will find on all hands an anxiety to help you 
and to make your stay in this country a pleasant and fruitful one. 

We intend to occupy a good part of your time over the next six months in 
seminars and meetings of smaller groups; but we have no v.rish to over-organize 
your -rwrk and ·will leave you with plenty of time for reading and individual 
study. Vve expect also that in the last month you vd.ll be relatively free from 
set duties and will be able to concentrate more fully on some problem which 
you wish to make your principal object of study and on which you may be asked 
to prepare a brief report. 

S~1linars will be confined to a period of about two hours every morning 
except on Mondays and Fridays_, when meetings vvill also take place in the 
afternoon. J.n all_, we have scheduled 120 semina.r meetings ditided between 14 
short courses. at each of which a member of the staff will take the chair. W~ 
shall start with a general review of what appear to be the strategic factors 
in development so that you may form some picture of the way in which an entire 
~conomy responds to the forces of change. YJe shall discuss how economies have 
gained momentum in the past, what it is that undergoes development, vh o gains 
by dev~loprnent and who wants i tJ and how the pace of development can be measured. 
Vfe shall look at the exuerience of some countries 1\here the changes have been 
particularly dramatic a~d try to assess the post-war experience of the under
developed countries alongside that of the more developed. w·e shall try also to 
pinpoint the magnitudes that are central to the whole process and show he1gv a 
char~e in one sets off changes in the others. 
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It will be one of our obje cts in this gene:::-al reviEn.J to discover what 
preconceptions you bring to the course, 1.Jhat you already knovJ or vJOuld like to 
know a bout ec anomie development and 't.Jhat guidance we should offer you for the 
r est of t he course or in the detailed assignments that you will be given. He 
shall also try, at this early stage in the course, to dispose of as many as 
possible of the more difficult theoretical and conce~tual oroblems that must 
be tackled before you can gain a fuller understanding of the more Dositive 
policies which will be the subject of later discussions. 

The second part of the course, overlapping to some extent with the first 
but occupying a longer time, will deal less with the movement of the whole 
economy than 1.-1i th the effects on the economy of particular policies. For 
example, it will cover the ways in vJhich monetary policy , commercial policy, 
trade policy, price policy and investment policy can be brought into play so 
as to ensure that growth can take place harmoniously and without the violent 
changes of course that so easily result fro<il inflation, balance of payments 
deficits, overambitious investment ~:rograms, etc. 

The third group of seminar meetings, some of which will start fairly soon 
while others will be deferred until the end, will deal with individual sectors 
such as agriculture, manufacturing and power and transport and with the tech
nique of preparing a program of econonic development in which :neasures to pro
mote growth in each of these sectors can be adequately coordinated. This last 
group of meetings, '\oJhich will cover a bout half the total course, vJill deal with 
more specific projects than the other two and will deal 1.Ji th them more positive
ly, making frequent reference to er~erience with similar projects over the past 
10 years. 

The responsibilit y for conducting the discussion in each of these seminars 
v1ill rest with the chairman and · he will normally issue a short outline, with 
some of the main i s sues to be discussed, in advance of each meeting. He will 
not, however, in all cases prepare this outline or himself lead the discussion. 
From time to time the subject will be introduced by an expert from the staff 
of the Bank or another agency in ~lashing ton, or by a recognized authority 
specially invited fro!il e lsevJhere. Each of you v1ill be expected to undertake 
this task on at least one occasion. Apart from any guest speakers who are 
asked to ta~(e part in the seminar meeti ngs, there will also be present, on 
occasion, members of the staff of the Bank who will take part in the discussion 
on the same footing as yourselves. 

After the seminar meetings in the mornings, we shall have shorter meetings 
of smaller ~-;roups which may thrash out '!lOre fully problems raised during the 
full seminar or due to come up a t the r .ext seminar meeting or may plan and 
prepare short reports over a period of several months.. These reports will be 
on subjects of special interest and the groups preparing them will have the 
as s istance of a member of the staff a.s advisor but not as chairman or draftsman. 
The reports, once prepared, vJill be deba ted in full seminar and if they appear 
to be of suf ficient interest may be published. 

It will not, however, be the general intention of the staff of the 
Institute to pre~re any mater i al for publication before the completion of the 
first course at the earliest. t~e may eventually be able t o prepare and publish 
a case book which would be of help, not only in the Institute but in courses 
conducted in a more academic atrnosphere. l·ve have felt the lack of such a case 
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book and have been unable, in consequence, to make use of the case rr.e t hod with 
the freedom that we should have liked. vve r ecognize -the difficulty of present
ing economic cases in short compass without travesty; but it is possible t hat 
we may be able, as we go along, to find material sui table for incor9orati on in 
a case book. he hope also that the work of the seminars and smaller meetings 
will be of value to our colleagues in the Bank and to others by permitting 
thorough and informed discussion of expedients used in different countries 1 
often with varying success for reasons not altogether obvious. An example of 
what I have in mind is the establishment of development banks in many countries 
since the war. 1bere does not a9pear to be any adequate survey of the experi
ence of those banks and we believe that we might be in a peculiarly favorable 
position to study their record and show which features of their operations have 
been advantageous or the reverse. 

I have referred to guest speakers ·who would come to serninar meetings. From 
ti~€ to time -- perhaps about once a week -- we should also wish to invite 
speakers from outside the Bank:J generally to evening meetings attended not only 
by the participants but by some members of the Bank's staff as well. 

What can you hope to learn from a course of this kind? In my judgmentJ 
fcur things: some perception of the interdependence of the various elements 
of the economic system; an improved quantitative perspective; an understanding 
of administrative snags; and a sense of the order in vhich problems should be 
t ackled. 

~'he first of these repr esents the peculiar contribution of economics; 
~nyone setting out to promote economic developme~t without some familiarity 
wi t h economics is like an explorer going into the jungle without a map. It is 
not enough to knCJVIi where the next few yards -vvill l~ad; it is necessary also to 
knovv, in at least a general 1Nay, what lies beyond. V~i th a map you can take your 
bearings., you can recognize landrilarksJ you can measure progress from day to day. 
~ithout a map, you are lost, to use a Russian proverb, in three pine trees. 
Economists have spent a lot of time making maps and reading maps; and even if 
some of the maps are rather fancy, or get some of the landmarks wrong, few 
people who have been trained to use economists• maps ever give up doing so. 
They shmv how the various bits of an economy are linked together, often in un
suspected ways~ and how, if you start off immediately in one directionJ you 
may follow a path that takes you far from your destination. A government starts 
to run a budget deficit and is surprised whe~ people complain that the c6st of 
l iving is rising. The banking system extends credit freely and is baffled by 
~ deterioration in the balance of payments. The price of potatoes is cut in 
half and writhin a few months there are queues for potatoes at any price~ These 
are simple enough examples. But it is quite astounding how often the readily 
predictible consequences of an act of government rewain unforeseen because some 
elementary economic principle has not been grasped or, if graspedJ has not been 
t aken seriously. Economics -- as Professor Marget once remarked to rre ~propos 
of the economics that administrators need to knovv -- economics is simple but 
not easy. 

Soroo of you have already had plenty of practice in economic map reading 
and may feel that you are in no need of further lessons. But maps can be drawn 
t o different scales and in different ways, and this is true also of the maps 
that economists draw. It is one of the engaging features of economics -- as it 
is also of geography -- that a journey through familiar territory can still be 
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instructive. There are some subjects, such as mathematical physics cr the 
chemistry of higher polymsrs in which it is difficult to carry the discussion 
far w~thout becoming rapidly unintelligible to the layman. In economics, the 
gulf between layman and professional expert is rarely so 111/ide, particularly where 
some issue of policy is involved.. The economist nearly always feels under a 
ccmpulsion to state the gist of his argument and bring out its practical bearing 
in terms that carry conviction to intelligent administrators. He must at least try 
to carry with him his professional colleagues, and they, poor things, feel under 
a handicap in trying to understand him almost as great as the layman because of 
the increasing fragrr1entation of their subject into loosely connected disciplines. 
The vJide difference in economic training that separates some of you from your 
fellows should not prevent even the most learned among you from gaining some new 
insight into the functioning of economic forces. 

A second, and no less important, aim of the course is to develop skill in 
the selection and marshalling of statistics relevant to policy decisions. By 
this I do not mean ability to submit a mass of statistics to elaborate mathematical 
manipulation. This is a specialized technique that vJe are not qualified to teach 
and that takes much longer than six months to learn. It is moreover a technique of 
limited value when the main problem of an administrator is to know what figures 
to trust, what meaning to attach to them if they ~ trustworthy, and where to go 
for the figures he needs, much more than to submit the crude data to refined 
tests of significance or to build them into equations that attach equal value 
to good figures and bad. The statistical drills tha.t 1-~re shall v.rish you to follow 
are of the kind that help you to pick out from a table the information that is 
significant for your purposes. You can learn a great deal by comparing the 
figures for different countries, by observing rates ofchange over long periods, by 
steeping yourself in the figures relating to some one subject and acquiring a 
sense of vJha t is normal and credible and what is abnormal and in need of 
corroboration. 

It has been emphasized to us by Professor Kuznets that one of the greatest 
deficiencies in underdeveloped countries is precisely this feel for figures, the 
critical power to set aside figures that depart too far from experience elsevJhere 
to be reliable and to derive from stray indications a cumulative :impression of 
the true magnitudes. This is not, I may add, a deficiency peculiar to under
developed countries but has been strongly impressed on my mind in every 
administrative post that I have held as the most common failing of other1-rtse 
competent administrators in Western coi.llltries. I am not confident that 1-1e can 
do much to remedy any deficiency of this l<ind in so short a time but we certainly 
intend to try. 

I am more hopeful of the outcome under my third heading: a greater awareness 
of a&ninistrative snags. You are all, after all, experienced administrators and 
have spent a good part of your lives trying to foresee snags and devising ways of 
avoiding them. You should have no difficulty in understanding what we are talking 
about when we discuss administrative matters or in contributing from your own 
experience examples of good and bad administrative prccedures. Moreover, 
administration lends its elf to analysis case by case because, while it is 
difficult to lay down perfectly general rules to cover every possible situation, 
it is relatively easy to detect in a good case study elements that keep cropping 
up in other contexts. It is not true in administration, as Lord Keynes once 
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t' 
alleged that it "t.vas true in ~pplied ecmomics, that there are only a score or so cf 
questi~ns ttat really matter. It is also not true that one can become a geod 
administrator as ona can become a good economist by study and reflection alone; 
probably the best 1rfay to b ecome a gflod administrator is to lvcrk under one. But 
it is true that one can make 2. great d e..al of progress by listening to first-class 
adffii-nistrators discussing in detail a score or so of representative cases calling 
for an administrative decision. I believe it to be true also that it is 
extremely re-v;arding to investigate mistakes and muddles, and not look all the time 
at examples of administrative good sense., because the mistakes tend to repeat 
themselves, and the muddles are only straightened out once th~ are recognized as 
muddles. Most snags are seen in retrospect ~vhen things begin to go wrong, not when 
everything goes so smoothly that the feat of organization in1lclved passes un ... 
noticed. We shall try, therefore, to include some cases that are far from being 
models of good administration rather than constantly put before you projects, if 
indeed there are any, against which no \vord of criticism could be levelled. 

Let me add one w-rord more on administrationo There is a tendency to id€Iltify 
administration viith the execution of higher policy and to give to the word 
overtones of pcmp and circumstance that find little echo in the comparatively 
humdrum duties of the average administrator. I was reminded forcibly of this when 
an expert just back from a mission to an underdevel~ped country told me that the 
greatest need of that country was that goverrJnent departments shcuid be show~ how 
to deal with incoming mail. In his view it -w~ s almost-. a matter cf chance uhether 
one of t he thousands of letters arriving every day r eacned the person for -r.-rhvm it 
was intended. We shall not, in any of our seminarss single out the sorting of 
mail for your special attention -- though I hope that you will ha-re no cause to 
raise the matter yourselv·es because of inadequacy in our arrangements here. \ie 
shall certainly have occasion.- however, to Emphasize the importance in economic 
admini stration of attention to detail and to really thorough preparation of 
schemes involving heavy expenditures .. 

It is a good administrative rule to attend to first things first. But it 
is also a difficult problem -- and one generally settled by politicians rather 
than administrators -- to decide what should be done first in a country eager to 
de~· elop its economy.. We hope -- and this is our fourth objective -- that we may 
be able to help you to a clearer view of priori ties.. itle cann('lt tell you 1-rhether 
you should rate schools above power stations or factories ah-~e roads. But -.v·e 
can pe.r.haps bring out t-lhat room for manoeu1rre there is between alterna.tive lines 
of policy and lvhat ne glect or postponement of action in any particular area of 
policy may cost~ You will be able to s ·tudy the historical sequence of events 
in countries -r.-rhich haYe already passed through the early stages of economic 
development, and judge what made the biggest contribution to that develop.mmt ... 
You may acquire a surer grasp of 1-rh..St really drives an econcrny fonm.rd and what 
magnitudes are relevant to a sensible allocation of resources .. 

I shollld like to ccnclude by saying scrnething abcut the t.ray in which this 
Institute impinges upon the work of the Bank and about the basis on which you will 
be cooperating ynth the Bank. 

In organizing the Institute, the Bank has been mindful of its responsibilities 
for world-wide economic de7elopment, -- responsibili t ·: r:s which take an:· equal 
place with its pov.rer as a great lending institution, i l.lrnishing the means through 
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which some of the more important projects of development have been financed. 
The International Bank is not merely a bank, but a development agency, set up to 
promote the common interests of its members. It is unique in that it combines 
financial assistance ~~th technical assistance, using a whole variety of methods 
of helping its members to accelerate their development. 1'hese methods have 
included general survey missions, special resident missions, the provision of 
economic and financial advisers, and so on. The Economic Development Institute 
represents one more effort towards the same end. 

As an international agency, the Bank has no axe to grind, no private or 
national interests to promote. It can view economic development objectively 
and in setting up the Institute has left us ~nth full academic freedom to pursue 
our inquiries wherever they lead us and to draw the conclusions that appear 
to us to emerge from the facts. While we are not attached to a university, we 
are free to conduct the Institute with all the intellectual freedom that the 
members of a university tr~oughout history have sought. 

Nor is the Institute a mere appurtenance of the Bank. You, as participants, 
and 1r1e, as the staff, are engaged in a cooperative venture that we hope will be 
of mutual advantage to us both. As I ~Tote to you last August, we look on the 
course as one in which ·~e all contribute what we can out of our training, readir. 
and experience. Some of us may have given more thought to matters of general 
principle while others have a more intimate and first-hand acquaintance with 
the concrete problems of one or more underdeveloped countries. But every-
body participating in the course, whether from the staff of the Bank or from the 
staff of a member government, has a great deal to learn about the whole process 
of development, hov.r it varies from one co1mtry to another, and 1~rhat measures 
have been found to work successfully. vle want you, therefore, to work in associa
tion ~Qth us and under our guidance, not to treat the course as a one-sided 
affair in which we lay dm~ a set of clearly established truths that have been 
revealed to us but are as yet unknown to you. The International Bank attaches 
great importance to this process of mutual education and hopes that it will be 
of benefit to the Bank as -r.:rell as to you and to your country}' 

The whole object of the Institute would be defeated if we sought to enter 
into discussion 1~th you without an effort on your part and ours to divest 
ourselves of bias and be as candid as possible in our assessment of past 
experience of economic development. It is tre intention of the Bank to make 
availB.ble to us and to you a great deal of information about projects which it has 
financed, treating you for this purpose as if you Here members of the Bank's staff, 
bound by the same obligations of secrecy., The members of the staff who come to 
speak to you have instructions not to withhold essential facts but to be as frank 
as their discretion allows. They have also been told that if they feel it 
necessary to be critical of any of the operations in which the Bank has engaged, 
they should not feel obliged to stifle such criticism. 1~e shall expect that you 
will be equally forthcoming and that you will not feel obliged to come, as a matte~ 
of principle, to the defense of the policies pursued by your government, but will 
take as detached and objective a view as the privileged discussions in the 
Institute require. · 
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No one exp ects that t his course can C"f itself hFtve much effect. The future 
of your count ri es wi ll n ot be transformed b./ ;;:ending one senior offici a l, h o ;ever 
exa lted, for a short p eriod of study in 1rJashington. But we believe t hat, as 
the years go by , and there gro1...rs up in ea ch country a small group of k ey men vJho 
have all been trained here, the Institute vJill become progressively more influen- :
tial. It is in this first course tl"l..a t a pattern and standard will be set for 
lat er courses; \.\That you do here will go to fonn the character and determine the 
future of the Institute. May you, and we, be v-rorthy of the opportUJ.~ity and too 
cha llengel 
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BANCO INTERNACIONAL DE 
RECONSTRUCCION Y FOMENTO 

ASUNTO: Institute de Desarrollo 
Economico 

E1 Institute de Desarrollo Economico, nuevo centro para estudio y adiestra-

mien to en desarrollo economico: fue inaugurado hoy en W~shington, D. C. El 

Institute ha sido organizado por el Banco Mundial con apoyo financiero de las 

Fundaciones Ford y Rockefeller. Su proposito es el de satisfacer la necesidad 

de mejorar la administracion de la rama econ6mica en ~os gobiernos de los paises 

subdesarrollados., al aumentar el nllinero de administradores bien preparados para 

afrontar los problemas economicos y p~·a planear y administrar programas de fo-

mento. 

Son catorce los participantes en el primer curse semestral, que comienza hoy 

y todos ellos son funcionarios superiores del pais o territorio de un pa!s miembro 

que los postulo inicialmente para el curso, Son oriundos de B~lgica (Territories 

Africanos), Ceilan, Colombia, Egipto, Filipinas 1 Haiti., India, Japon, M~xico, 

Nigeria, Pakistan, TailandiaJ Uganda y Yugoslavia. 

En su discurso inaugural a los participantes, el Profesor A. K. Cairncross., 

Director del Institute, anuncio ·los objetivos., organizacion y plan de estudios 

del Institute. "El esfuerzo principal_," dijo, "se concentrara en hacer que los 

problemas economicos sean mas inteligibles y en tamizar la variedad de sistemas 

antes empleados en la solucion de esos problemas para sacar en claro cuales de 

esos sistemas tuvieron exito y cuales no. Al adoptar este procedimiento, el Ins-

tituto seguira el ejemplo de los programas de adiestramiento que usan los colegios 

superiores en todo el mundo. ,,,Similarmente, seguiremos el ejemplo de los cole-

5ios superiores y de los programas avanzados de adiestramiento al dejar de lado 

casi completamente las conferencias formalesJ y basarnos, en cambio., en seminaries 
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de debate y en la preparacion de informes breves hechos por grupos pequeflos sobre 

problemas deterrninados. 11 Al referirse a los proposi tos del Insti tuto el Profesor 

CairncrJSS dijo: "Nuestro empefio no sera buscar grandes generalizaciones 0 formu

las universales. Hasta donde sea posible~ comenzaremos por la otra punta 1 mirando 

los problemas tal como se presentan1 y trabajaremos~ de regreso, bacia las consi

deraciones generales que pueden contribuir a la solucion de estos J:roblemas. 

Trataremos de descubrir lo que haya resultado bueno y lo que haya fracasado~ y 

ustedes han de ayudar en la investigacion. Nuestro proposito sera el de juntar 

la experiencia con el analisisl usandolos ambos basta donde lo permitan el tiempo 

y la capacidad humana. Confiamos en utilizar la experiencia de ustedes tanto como 

la nuestra y la del personal del Banco." 

El Profesor Cairncross obtuvo licE:·ncia para retirarse temporalmente de sus 

trat~jos como Profesor de Economia Aplicada y de Director del Departamento de 

Investigaciones Sociales y Economicas de la Universidad de Glasgow, para venir a 

ocupar el cargo de Director. El Banco ha puesto ala disposici6n del Institute 

dos de sus funcionarios que le dedicaran todo su tiempo y otros miembros del per

sonal han de contribuir a los trabajos ocasionalmente. El Profesor Ragnar Nurkse 

de la Universidad de Columbia y Mr. P. S. Nara3ran Prasad, Director Ejecutivo indu 

del Fondo Monetario Internacional, tendran a su cargo los seminaries de pol!tica 

comercial y financiera. ~1 Institute se propene inv.itar a profesores de autoridad 

reconocida para que dicten conferencias sobre temas que los alumnos esten estudiruxb. 

Las Fundaciones Ford y Rockefeller han convenido en contribuir basta con la 

suma de $85,000 cada una para pagar la mitad del costa del Institute durante los 

dos primeros afios; la otra parte sera costeada por el Banco. Gada uno de los go

biernos representados contribuye con $1500 con respecto a su funcionario y le ha 

concedido a este licencia con sueldo para retirarse temporalmente de su cargo. 

El Institute esta situado en 1620 Belmont Street, N. w.J Washington, D. c. 
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Los funcionarios que participan en el primer curso son: 

Belgica: 
-~Territories Africanos) 

Ceilan: 

Colombia: 

Egipto: 

Filioinas: 

Haiti: 

India: 

Mexico: 

Nigeria: 

Pakistan: 

T':lilandia: 

U~anda: -·t---
! ·.1g oslavia: 

J ·. F. G .. Gcffin_, Inspector Jefe de Asuntos Economicos J 
Ministerio de Colonias. 

s. E. P. Jansz, Subdirector de Investigaciones Econo
micas del Banco Central. 

Alvaro Ortiz Lozano, Director Ejecutivo del Comite 
Nacional de Planeacion y Secretario Economico de 1a 
Presidencia de la Republica. 

Abdel Moneim Ahmed Mohamad El Banna, Director General 
del Departamento de Investigaciones ~conomicas y 
Financieras del Ministerio de Finanzas y ~conomia. 

Srta. Virginia Yaptinchay, Coordinador de Investiga
ciones y Ayudante IJ'ecnico del liobernador del Banco 
Central, 

Ernest Bonhomme: Subsecretario de Estado de Economia 
Nacional. 

F. c. Dhaun, SubsecretarioJ Departamento de Asuntos 
Economicos, IVlinisterio de Finanzas. 

Hisashige Hirose, Subdirector de la Seccion de Poli
tica del Denartamento de Coordinacion y Politica del .. , 
Banco del Japon. 

Jorge Espinosa de los Reyes, Jefe de la Seccion de 
Investigaciones Economicas de la Comision de Inversion 
Nacional. 

J. 0, Udoji, Secretario Permanente del Ministerio de 
Salud, Hegion Orie!!tal, 

MUshtaq Ahmad, Consejero Financiero con rango de 
becretario Ejecuti vo en el Ministerio de Finanzas. 

Sunthorn Hongladaromj Secretario General, Consejo 
Nacional de Econornia. 

c. R. c. Donald~ Subsecretario de Finanzas. 

Leon Rip, Consejero Estatal del Institute Federal de 
Planeamiento. 



BANCO INTERNA.CIONAL DE 
RECONSTRUCCION Y FOMENTO 

INSTITUTO DE DE3J~qROLLO ECONOMICO 

Extractos del discurso inaugural pronunciado el 9 de enero de 1956 en 
Washington, D. C.J por el Director del Institute Dr. A. K. Cairncross 
(Profesor de Econom:la Aplicada y Director del Departamento de Investi
gaciones Sociales y Economicas de la Universidad de Glasgow). 

Estamos hoy celebraJID.do el nacimiento de un nuevo Institute, en circunstancias 

tan prometedoras y tan unicas en la historia de la banca internacional, que son 

oportunas algunas palabras de bienvenida al infante. Sin duda un discurso inau-

gural sustituye a un brindis con desventaja; pero es una forma, no del todo mala, 

de desearle al Instituto una vida larga y provechosa. 

El Insti tuto cuent.a con la buena voluntad de muchos. Como hij o del Banco 

Internacional, goza de su apoyoJ no solo en el sentido formal de ser organizado 

por el Banco, sino en el sentido mucho mas importante de que puede usufructuar 

libremente la experiencia del Banco, tal como puede hallarse en los documentos 

del archive o como se encuentra tacitamente en la mente del personal. El Insti-

tuto tiene tambien la buena suerte de ser ahijado de las F'undaciones Ford y 

Rockefeller, las cuales desde un principia han estimulado el proyecto y que su-

fragaran la mitad del costo durante los dos primeros afios. Algunos paises 

miembros han expresado notorio interes y han postulado para participar en los 

curses del Instituto a funcionarios de cuyos servicios pueden prescindir solo 

hacienda un sacrificio considerable. 

Todo esto significa que hay fe en el Institute, fe que nos gratifica, pero 

que a la vez echa una pesada responsabilidad sobre sus directores. Estes deben 

preguntarse a s:l mismos que es lo que tiene el Institute que tanto estimula la 

imaginacion de sus entusiastas J cual sera la posi bilidad de sus realizaciones y 

9or que medics se puede convertir en realidad la es?eranza fincada en su futuro, 
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La luz con la cual aparece el Institute es una luz reflejat refleja el reto 

que presenta el desarrollo economico y las ansiedades que el reto produce. Es tan 

terriblemente bajo el nivel de vida en muchos pa!ses que es cuestion de urgencia 

practica elevarlo, tanto como es cuestion de urgencia practica, en los pa!ses ri

ces, acabar con la pobreza. Tambien es urgente encontrar una alternativa para los 

metodos violentos y dictatoria.les de avance econornico y darle a los pueblos rela

ti vamente atrasados un sentido de movimiento, proposi to y participacion. Todavia 

mas desafiantes son los problemas intelectuales que surjen de la intensidad tan 

sumamente variable con que se lleva a cabo el desarrollo en diferentes paises y 

en diferentes epocas. La preocupacion predominante de un institute de desarrollo 

econ6mico tiene que ser la de entender estas diferencias y los pasos practices que 

pueden darse para influir en ellas. 

Primero tratare de esbozar ante ustedes la tarea que el Institute espera ade

lantar, y luego decir algo acerca de la forma como sera organizado, antes de hablar 

de lo que ustedes pueden esperar que van a aprender en el proximo semestre. 

La tarea del Institute es altamente pragmatica: elevar la utilidad practica 

de un grupo selecto de administradores al servicio de sus paises, cuyas ocupaciones 

habituales tienen cierta influencia directa en el desarrollo economico. Esta meta 

no es tan solo estrictamente practica: esta de acuerdo con la meta tradicional del 

estudiante de econornia politica desde los tiempos de Adam Smith, quien concibio la 

econornia hace 200 afios como "una rama de la ciencia del estadista o legislador" y 

mostro una preocupacion de llevar a termino las cosas que aun hoy dia no muestran 

algunos economistas. 

El heche de que la tarea del Institute sea practica no quiere decir que pueda 

realizarse mejor desdefiando el estudio de la teoria. Es tan solo cuando la teoria 

ha reducido ya el caos de un heche observado a cierto orden relative, cuando uno 

puede basarse provechosamente en una experiencia anterior y extraerle lecciones de 
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aplicacion general. Sin embargo., la teor!a ha de ocupar en los seminaries del 

Insti tuto una posici6n subordinada a la del proposi to practico y constructive de 

hacer algo. El esfuerzo principal se concentrara en hacer que los problemas eco

nomicos sean mas inteligibles y en tamizar la variedad de sistemas antes empleados 

en la solucion de esos problemas para sacar en claro cuales de esos sistemas tuvie

ron exito y cuales no. 

Al adoptar este procedimientoJ el Institute seguira el ejemplo de los progra

mas de adiestramiento que usan los colegios superiores en todo el mundo. En gene

ral, no ofrecen curses avanzados en teoria administrativa. Parten de la presuncion 

mas modesta de que una persona que ya tiene algun conocimiento acerca del manejo 

y de la estrategiaJ puede convertirse en un mejor gerente o un mejor estratega al 

intercambiar informacion con sus colegas, al saber mas acerca del trabajo de los 

especialistas que el tendra que controlar, y sobre todo al disfrutar de una pausa 

que le permita aislarse de la presion de los trabajos cotidianos y mirar con mente 

imparcial hacia horizontes intelectuales mas distantes. 

Similarmente., seguiremos el ejemplo de los colegios superiores y de los pro

gramas avanzados de adiestramiento al dejar de lado casi completamente las confe

rencias formalesJ y basarnos, en cambia., en seminaries de debate y en la prepara

cion de informes breves hechos por grupos pequenos sobre problemas determinados.· 

Esto no quiere decir que vayamos a dejar que la discusion se mueva libremente de 

un tema a otro o que nos abstendremos de trabajar de acuerdo con un orden de ideas 

previamente arreglado en cada seminario. Tampoco quiere decir que vayamos a limi

tar nuestras discusiones a casos individuales como si ellos tuvieran interes en s! 

mismos. Por el contrario, somos de opinion de que los casos tienen interes y valor 

primordialmente como ilustraciones vividas de un principio general~ y de que aque

llos elementos unicos que estan siempre presentes en todos los casos., aun cuando 

impresionen la imaginacion y permitan tragarse los principios casi sin notarlo., no 
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tienen significacion intr!nseca. 

Asi~ el lugar subordinado que ocupa la Teor!a (con T mayUscula) no es incon

sistente con el enfasis en los Pr.incipios (con p May&scula); pero hay una raz6n 

mas por la cual solo podremos hacer uso limitado de la teor!a. El heche es que 

no hay una teoria universalmente aceptada del desarrollo economico~ ni una doc

trina consagrada~ ni una serie de proposicior~s fundamentales que puedan simpli

ficar nuestra tarea. Ni siquiera hay acuerdo acerca de las variables sobre las 

cuales deba concentrarse la atencion_, ni sobre los t~rminos que pudieran servir 

satisfactoriamente para esbozar una teoria. Per el contrario~ precisamente por 

la carencia de teoria., precisamente porque se ha encontrado que el desarroll~ 

economico es practicamente "terri torio no ocupado11
., los economistas de todos los 

matices acudieron en masa a ese territorio como acudieron los cazadores de oro de 

hace un siglo a California. 

Aun despues de los estudios de los economistas., quedara siempre un interrogan

te porque el desarrollo econ6mico es tan solo la historia vista desde un -!ngule y 

se compone de los mismos ingredientes que forman los seres humanos que lo causan. 

El hombre es imprudente y forma un curioso conjunto~ tan caprichoso que la conduc

ta humana no podra nunca reducirse a una formula ma.tematica uniforme en circuns

tancias similares_, como las leyes que gobiernan la conducta del mundo exterior. 

Siendo esto asi~ falta saber si la caza de~ teoria de desarrollo economico no 

correra la misma suerte que la caza de una filosofia de la historia. 

Nuestro empefio no sera buscar grandes generalizaciones 0 f6rmulas universa

les. Hasta donde sea posible_, comenzaremos por la otra punta, mirando los proble

mas tal como se presentan, y trabajaremos., de regreso, hacia las consideraciones 

generales que pueden contribuir a la solucion de estes problemas. Trataremos de 

descubrir lo que haya resultado bueno y lo que haya fracasado_, y ustedes han de 

ayudar en la investigacion. Nuestro proposito sera el de juntar la experiencia 

con el analisis, usandolos ambos hasta donde lo permitan el tiempo y la capacidad 
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humana. Confiamos en utilizar la experiencia de ustedes tanto como la nuestra 

y la del personal del Banco. 

Perm!taseme hablar ahara de la organizacion del Institute y del plan de 

trabajo. Hemos tratado de crearle mas la atmosfera de un club que la de un co

legi o y haremos lo posi ble para que ustedes sientan que durante su permanencia 

con nosotros esta es su propia casa. Aun cuando en esta o~ortunidad ha sido po

sible alojarlos a todos aqu!J no creemos 9oderlo hacer asi en el futuro. Cuando 

el nUmero de alumnos ascienda a 25, mas o menos la mitad tendra que alojarse en 

otra parte. 

Se habran preguntado ustedes de donde surgio la decision de ubicar el Ins

titute en Washington en vez de escoger otro lugar de los Estados Unidos o del 

exterior, por ejemplo en la vecindad o aun en el campo mismo de una de las uni

versidades que tienen un interes profesional en los problemas que a nosotros nos 

interesan. La respuesta es bien sencilla. Probablemente no hay ninguna otra 

ciudad del mundo donde vivan mas individuos cuya preocupacion cotidiana sea el 

desarrollo economico en todos sus aspectos. Ademas del personal del Banco In

ternacional, hay una legion de personas relaci onadas con otras agencias como el 

Fonda Monetario Internacional, el Federal Reserve Board: el Departamento de 

Estado o una de las numerosas embajadas, a quienes podremos recurrir para que 

dirijan una discusion o para que nos beneficien con sus oonocimientos experimen

tados y nos den sabio consejo. Adernas 1 tenemos a nuestra disposi cion un acopio 

de material sobre desarrollo economico en los documentos que asiduamente produce 

el personal del Banco, y este material podra ilustrarnos y suministrarnos casos 

espec!ficos de estud.io. Disponernos de bibliotecas innumerables para complementar 

la pequefia de referencia que tenemos, Ademas de todo e sto, tendremos las facili

dades de una gran ciudad en la cual muchos de ustedes tienen ya amistades y donde 

de seguro conoceran personajes muy distinguidos de la politica, de la vida 
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academica, de la administraci6n y del mundo de los negocios que podran ensefiarles 

algo de interes. Habran ustedes de notar por todas partes el intense deseo de 

ayudarles y de hacer qu,e su permanencia en este pais sea agradable y fruct:!fera. 

Trataremos de ocupar buena parte del tiempo en los pr~ximos seis meses en 

seminaries y reuniones de grupos mas pequefios; pero no tenemos el deseo de super

organizar el trabajo y les dejaremos an plio tiempo para 1e cturas y estud.ios indi

viduales. 

Los seminaries se limitaran a un periodo de unas dos horas cada manana, ex

cepto lunes y viernes cuando habra tambien reunion por la tarde. En total, hemos 

programado 120 reuniones de seminaries, divididos en 14 curses breves, cada uno de 

ellos presidido por un miembro del personal del Institute. Comenzaremos con una 

revista general de aqueilos que parecen ser los factores estrategicos del desarro

llo, para c:ar una idea de la forma como el todo de una econom:!a reacciona ante las 

fuerzas evolutivas. Discutiremos como las economias han ganado impulse en el pasa

do, que es lo que es susceptible de ser desarrollado, quien gana con el desarrollo 

y quien lo desea y como puede medirse el ritmo del fomento. Examinaremos la ex

periencia de algunos paises donde los cambios han sido particularmente dramaticos 

y trataremos de evaluar la experiencia de postguerra de los paises subdesarrolla

dos en contraste con la de los mas avanzados. Trataremos de clasificar las mag

nitudes que son el centro del proceso general y mostraremos como un oambio ocurrido 

provoca cambios en otras partes. 

Tambien trataremos, en esta etaua inicial 1 de estudiar el mayor nUmero posible 

de los problemas mas dificiles, te6ricos y de conce?to, que es precise afrontar 

para poder llegar a entender mejor ciertos temas mas positives que han de ser ob

jeto de discusiones posteriores. 

La segunda parte del curso, que se confunde hasta cierta parte con la primera; 

pero que nos tomara mas tiempo, se referira menos· al movimiento de la economia en 
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general que a los efectos sdbre la econornia de ciertos sistemas en particular. 

Por ejemplo 1 se referira a la forma como la politica monetaria~ la politica comer

cial: la de intercambio~ la de precios y la de inversiones pueden coordinarse en 

forma que aseguren que el crecimiento pueda ocurrir armonicamente y sin violen

tos cambios de curso que tan facilmente resultan de la inflaci6n1 del ieficit en 

la balanza de pages o de superambiciosos programas de inversi6n 1 etc. 

En el tercer grupo de reuniones; algunas de las cuales principiar!n relati

vamente pronto a la vez que otras seran pospuestas hasta el final, se tratara de 

temas espec!ficos tales como agricultura 1 manufacturaJ energ!a y transporte y de 

la tecnica de preparar un programa de desarrollo econ6mico en el cual las medidas 

para promover el crecimiento en cada uno de estos sectores pueden ser adecuadamen

te coordinadas. Este ultimo grupo de reuniones ~e abarcara aproximadamente la 

mitad del curse total, tratara de proyectos mas especificos que los otros dos 

grupos y en forma mas positiva, refiriendose con frecuencia a otros proyectos 

similares que han servido de experiencia en los ultimos 10 anos. 

La responsabilidad de la conducci~n de las discusiones en cada uno de estes 

seminaries recaera sobre su director quien habra de distribuir antes de cada reu

nion un breve bosquejo que contenga algunos de los puntos principales a discutir. 

Sin embargo, no siempre preparara este bosquejo ni dirigira necesariamente la 

discusi6n. De tiempo en tiempo, el tema sera planteado por un experto del per

sonal del Banco o de otra agencia de Washington o por una autoridad reconocida 

invitada especialmente para el caso. Gada uno de ustedes mismos dirigira la dis

cusion al menos en una oportunidad. 

Despues de las reuniones matinales del seminario, celebraremos breves reu

niones de grupos mas pequenos que penetraran mas a fondo en los problemas presen

tados en el seminario o que hayan de presentarse en la reunion pr6xima; o planearan 

' o prepararan informes breves durante un periodo de varies meses. Estes informes 



se referiran a asuntos de interes especial y los grupos que han de prepararlos 

ccr..tar.:ln con la ayuc:.a de u.n r.ri.e .a~1:' o del .:.-'r ol'ccorari.o en co lidaJ. d0 cons ejero, pero 

no como director o redactor. :Wos informes, una voz preparados, seran deba tidos en 

uno de los serninarios y, si se decide que tienen suficiente interes, podran ser 

publica.doG. 

llik he referido a oradores v~si tantes q~e concurran a las reuniones de los 

seminari oA. De timnp o en tiempo tal \BZ una vez por semana -- hemos de invi-

tar orad.ores de fuora del Banco, en general para reuniones vesperales, a las 

cuales concurrir~n no solo los a lumnos sino tambien otros mie:11bros del personal 

del Banco .; 

lQue podernos espc rar que se a prenda como resul tado de un curso de esta cJa se? 

A mi juicio, cuatro cosas: cier ta nocion de la interde;:Jendencia de los varios ele

mentos que componen el sistema economico; un:1 rnejor perspectiva estadistica; un 

entendimiento de los obsta.culos administrativos; y un sentido del orden en el cual 

los problemas de ben afrontar :::e. 

La primer a de estas representa la :r:e culiar contri bucion de la economia; cp ien

quiera quo se dedi que a pr omover el desarrollo economico sin estar familiarizado 

con la ciencia economica, hara el pa:rel de un explorador que se internara en la 

selva desprovisto de un mapa. Los oconomistas han de dicado mucho tiempo a hacer 

ma.-oas y a le~rlos; y aun si algtinos de los ma_pas son extrafios J 0 contienen puntos 

Aquivocados, pocos son los individuos adiestrados en el uso de los mapas de los 

econorni.stas que hayan abandonado su em~leo. Ellos muestran como estan relaciona

dos los varios componentes de una econom:l.aJ con frecuencia en forntas inesperadas, 

y como' si uno toma una cierta direccion, bien puede seguir una trocha que lo lleve 

bien lejos de su destine. Se da el caso de un gobierno que comienza a tener un 

deficit presupuestario y que se sorprende cuando las gentes se quejan de que em

pie~e a subir el costo de vida. E1 sistema bancario da creditos liberalmente y 
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se s orprende de que se deteriore la bala.nza de ISgOS. El precio de las papas se 

red"J.ce a la m1tad y a.l cabo de pocos meces se for:rnan colas de compradores de papas 

a cualquier precio. Estos son ejemplos elementales. Pero es sorprendente con 

cuanta frecuencia las consecuencias facilmente previsibles de un acto de gobierno 

se mantienen ocultas porque no se ha entendido un principia economico elemental o~ 

de habersele entendido, no se le ha tomado en serio~ 

El segundo proptlSi to del cur so, y no roo nos importante, es desarrollar la 

habilidad en el manejo de las estadisticas. Con ello no quiero expresar la habi

lidad de someter una masa de estadisticas a una elaborada manipulacion matematica. 

Esta es una tecnica especializada que no estamos calificados para ensefiar y que 

toma mucho mas de sei.s meses en aprenderse. Las pr.1cticas estadisticas que desea

mos que ustedes tengnn son aquellas que han de ayudarles a mirar una carta y sacar 

de ella al momenta la informacion significativa para sus propositos. Mucha puede 

aprenderse al comparar las cifras correspondientes a diferentes paises; al observar 

el curs o de las tasas del cambio en pe riodos largos; al familiarizarse con las ci

fras que se refieren a un cierto tema y adquirir un sentido de lo que es normal y 

creible y de lo que es anormal y necesita comprobacion. 

El Profesor Kuznets ha he c:h o hincay.>ie en que una de las grandes deficiencias 

de los paises subdesarrollados es precisamente ese sentido de las cifras, el poder 

critico de poner de lado las cifras que se apartan rnucho de la ex.periencia lograda 

en otra parte, para confiar en ellas y sacar de indicios accidentales una impresi6n 

cumulativa de las verdaderas magnitudes. Podria agregar yo que esta no es una de

ficiencia peculiar a los paises subdesarrollados; pero que me ha impresionado fuer

temente en todos los puestos administrativos que he desempefiado como la falta mas 

comun a muchos administradores en los paises occidentales que par lo demas son 

funcionarios competentes. Yo no confio en que podremos hacer mucho para remediar 

deficiencias de esta clase en tan breve tiempo~ pero ya lo creo que lo intentaremos. 
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Acaricio mayares esperanzas respecto del tercer punto 1 un mayor conocimiento 

de los obstaculos admi.nistrativos. Despues de todoJ los aqu:l. prosentes son admi

nistradores experimentados que han pasado largos afios tratando de prever obst~cu

los y concibiendo la manera de e~_tarlos. No sera para ustedes dificil entender 

de que se trata cuando di scutamos asuntos administrati vos o al sacar de sus propias 

experiencias ejemplos de buenos y males procedimientos administrativos. Por lo 

demasJ la administracion se presta para el analisis especial de cada case y aun 

cuando sea dificil trazar reglas generales que cubran cada posible situacion, es 

relativamente facil hallar en ciertos casos los elementos QUe reaparecen con fre

cuencia en otros contextos. No cs cierto en asuntos administrativos lo que Lord 

Ke~nes aseveraba una vez que era cierto en economia aplicada 1 que hay tan solo una 

ventena de cuestiones que tienen importancia. Tampoco es cierto que uno puede con

vertirse en buen administrador como uno puede convertirse en buen economistaJ me

diante solo el estudio y la reflexi6nJ quiza la mejor manera de llegar a ser un 

buen administrador es trabajando al servicio de uno que ya lo es. Perc es verdad 

que uno puede lograr grandes progresos escuchando a administradores de alto calibre 

cuando discuten en detalle una serie de cases tipicos que requieren una decision 

administrati va. Tambi~n creo que sea cierto que es en extreme :provechoso investi

gar errores y embrollos ocurr.idos, en vez de limitarse a estudiar ejemplos de buen 

sentido administrativoJ porque los errores tienden a repetirse y los embrollos solo 

se aclaran cuando ya se les ha reconocido como tales. For tanto, trataremos de 

estudiar algunos cases que distan de ser modelos de buena administracion en vez de 

poner siempre frente a ustedes proyectos (y en verdad los hay) no susceptibles de 

critic a alguna. 

Es una buena regla de administracion tratar de principiar por el principia. 

Pero tambien constituye un dificil problema --uno que generalmente arreglan los 

politicos mas bien que los administradores -- decidir que debe hacerse primero en 

un pais deseoso de desarrollar su economia. 
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Confiamos -- y este es nuestro cuarto objetivo -- en que podremoe ayudar a 

ustedes a obtener una vision mas clara de las prioridades. No podremos decirJe s 

que deben preferir las escuelas a las plantas elect.ricas o las factor!a.s a las 

carreteras. Pero quiza pcx.iremos ver como se puede pro ceder cuando s e presenten 

dos cursos de accion alternatives~ y ver lo que la negligencia o la posposicion 

de la acci on puede costar en un momento dado. Ustedes tendran oportunidad de es

tudiar la secuencia historica de los eventos en pa!ses que han quemado ya las 

etapas iniciales del desarrollo economico, y juzgar cual fue la contribuci6n prin

cipal a ese desarrollo. Podran adquirir una mejor comprension de lo que en verdad 

impulsa hacia adelante una econom:!a y cuales son las magnitudes importantes para 

poder asignar adecuadamente los recursos. 

Quisiera terminar diciendo algo acerca de la forma en que el Institute tro

pieza con el trabajo del Banco y acerca de las bases sobre las cuales ustedes van 

a cooperar con el Banco. 

Al organizar el I nstitute , el Banco ha estado consciente de sus responsabili

dades~ que son tan importantes como su capacidad de proveer los medics que han 

financiado algunos de los irnportantes proyectos de desarrollo. El Banco Inter

nacional no es solo un bancoJ sino tambien una agencia establecida para promover 

los intereses comw1eS de sus miembros. Ha empleado metodos diversos para dar 

r~pida ayuda al desarrollo econ6mico en todo el mundoJ dando prestamos, enviando 

misiones de estudio 1 proveyendo consejeros economicos y financieros, etc. El 

Institute de Desarrollo Economico representa un esfuerzo mas hacia el mismo fin. 

El Banco en su calidad de agencia internacional no tiene que usar el autobombo 

ni tiene intereses nacionales o privados que promover. Rlede considerar objetiva

mente el desarrollo economico y, al establecer el Institute, nos ha dejado una 

total libertad academica para realizar nuestras investigaciones a dondequiera que 

ellas nos lleven y para sacar las conclusiones que, en nuestro criterioJ resulten 
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de los hechos. Aun cuando no estamos adjuntos a una universidad, podremos dirigir 

el Institute con toda la libertad intelectual que ha buscado la catedra al traves 

de la historia. 

Y por ende el Insti t uto es una mer a dependencia del Banco. Ustedes como par

ticipantes~ y nosotros como sus profesores~ estamos empeflados en una aventura coo

perativa y confiamos en que hade resultar ventajosa para todos. Como les escribi 

a ustedes en agosto, nosotros entendemos este curso como uno 11 en el cual todos 

hemos de contribuir en lo posible, como resultado de nuestra preparacion, de nues

tras lecturas y de nuestra ex~eriencia. Algunos de nosotros se habran detenido mas 

a pensar en asuntos de principi-os generales, mientras que otros han tenido una ex

periencia mas intima y directa con los problemas ro ncretos de uno 0 mas paises 

subdesarrollados; pero todos los participantes en el curse~ tanto los provenientes 

del personal del Banco~ como los funcionarios de un gobierno miembro, tenemos mucho 

que aprender acerca del proceso global del desarrollo, como varia de un pa!s al ot~ 

y que medidas ya en uso han resultado acertadas. Queremos, por consiguienteJ que 

ustedes trabajen en asocio con nosotros baj o nuestra direcci 6n., no pat-a tratar 

estos curses como cosa unilateral, poniendo sobre la mesa una serie de verdades 

claramente establecidas conocidas de nosotros y desconocidas para ustedes. El 

Banco Internacional concede suma importancia a este proceso de educacion mutua 

y espera que ha de ser provechoso para el Banco tanto como para ustedes y para los 

paises miembros." 



ECONOMIC DEVELOP~1ENT INSTITUTE 

(Jltr I, I ?S/~ 

(!_~~ 

Second Inaugural Address by the Director 

The story is told of the late Lord Derqy, a gentleman of ample 
proportions, that when he stepped on one of those machines that 
announce your weight by loud speaker, the machine cleared its throat 
Hith much whirring and crE:aking and finally pronounced the words: "One 
at a time, please!" This is an admirable injunction which has been 
followed with advantage by many celebrated personages~ The maxim was 
obviously taken to heart, for exa~ple, by Adolf Hitler in his dealings 
with some of the smaller countries of Europe and neglected, with fatal 
consequences, in his dealings with some of the larger. 

Unfortunately, not everyone is free to tackle his problems one at 
a time, and this is nowhere more true than in matters of economic develop
ment. Underdeveloped countries in particular are usually faced with the 
need to accomplish a whole s8ries of transformations by simultaneous 
exertions in many different directions. Their religious beliefs, social 
values and economic attitudes, and the institutions in which all of 
these find expression, may be out of accord with the requirements of 
rapid grov~h; the techniques which they practice, and the knowledge and 
experience by which these techniques are governed, may lag far behind 
what they c~uld usefully borrow; and the equipment and services at the 
disposal of their citizens may so frustrate individual enterprise and 
effort that development can gather no momentum. At the same time, to 
devise a comprehensive program of action within the power of the country 
to implement makes demands on human wisdom, leadership and administrative 
capacity vastly greater than the framing of policies to remove obstacles 
to growth one by one. 

The same difficulties have long been familiar at the intellectual 
level, to those whose job it is to teach economic theory. No one but a 
genius masters economics in a single round. It is necessary to go over 
the ground several times, taking in the landmarks and letting the rest 
fall gradually into place, just as one usually does in finding one's way 
about a strange to'W!l. In time everything becomes familiar and obvious; 
but the first stages in learning are a series of reconnaissances in which 
the great difficulty is to recognize where anything is leading without 
already lmowing where everything leads. 

A third illustration, of more immediate interest to us here, is 
the birth of a new organization. This Institute is barely a year old; 
and during this formative period there has been no escape from the hard 
necessity of trying to do a great many things at once. We have had to 
face a host of problems before any one of them had been completely dis
posed of, and have been given an intimate view of the process of economic 
development without any need to step outside the Institute or, for that 
matter, without having to attend a single seminar inside it. 
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For example, we have been b,y no means free of those market limi
tations on growth that thwart the development of industry in many of 
the countries represented here. rnere is a narrow market in senior 
officials who are able to obtain release from their duties for six 
months at a time and who reach the standards of competence and adminis
trative experience that we have laid down for ourselves. The market is 
particularly narrow in the very countries for which the Institute is 
specially designed to cater since it commonly happens that the vJeight of 
responsibility in those countries rests on a handful of capable men who 
can ill be spared, however much they may be deemed to require further 
training. Within the group eligible for nomination, many may lack the 
necessary facility in English, the intellectual curiosity, or the means 
to make provision for their families during their absence. These and 
other difficulties have limited the nominations received, particularly 
from Latin America and the Middle East. 

Nevertheless, the interest shown by goverr~ents in the Institute 
has been very encouraging. They have put forward many excellent nomina
tions f or the first two courses and we have teen able to maintain a. high 
standard in the selection of participants. We have also been under some 
pressure to enter what I might describe as the "export" market and accept 
candidates from the more advanced countries who want to familiarize them
selves with problems of economic development. Our first obligation, how
ever, is t o the "home" market - to those who are currently wrestling with 
those problews in tbe underdeveloped countries. 

~Jith a little of that marketing effort that comes almost as second 
nature to anythj_ng planted in American soil, we shall no doubt find that 
the mar ket rapidly expands; our difficulty will soon be to limit entry 
to twenty-five candidates a year without giving offence to disappointed 
member governments. A new generation is in course of growing up in the 
underdeveloped countries from which it will eventually be much easier 
to recruit, but which at present still occupies subordinate posts and is 
below the limits of age that we have set ourselves. 

The market has not only been relatively narrow but it has also, as 
commonly happens at an early stage of development, been extremely hetero
geneous. ~ -::en rise more rapidly in one country than in another and there 
are, therefore, wide differences of age to be reckoned with. There are 
differences also in seniority and administrative experience. Above all, 
there are wide differences in background and interest. Some of you eome 
from central banks where you are largely preoccupied t..rith finance and 
monetary problems. Some of you are more concerned with the preparation 
and i mplementation of a devel opment program. Others have been dealing 
with some one sector of the economy such as agriculture. All of you 
have a natural and overwhelming interest in the affairs of your own par
ticular country and the affairs of other countries interest you, as a 
rule, only in so far as you see in them a reflection of your own immediate 
perplexities. · 
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At one time, this \~ry diversity appeared to me one of the main 
strengths of the Institute since it prolliised an exchange of experience 
between us all that could be of tremendous value. I am now :inc:::_ined to 
take a more cautious view and to recognize that the task of the Institute 
becomes an extremely difficult one unless we can find a co~~on element 
in our proble~s, a coiTmon point of departure, and common threads rurilling 
t hrough our diverse experience. 

The development of the Institute has also presented us with serious 
production problems. These range from the apparently secondary, but in 
fact qui_te critical, business of finding suitable accommodation, to the 
major task of devising a curriculum and finding something worthy of 
study and discussion throughout the course. We spent almost as long in 
settling the right shape of table for you to sit at, the most satisfactory 
lighting and decoration for the rooms, the best way of making the front 
door stay shut, and so on as in deciding how many seminars there should 
be, how long they should last and what topics should ·oe included or ex
cluded. 

The preparation of material for seminar meetings has been one of 
our main preoccupations. Huch o£' the literature on economic development 
is by economists who make use of a nigh degree of abstraction, and who 
build up models and use concepts and terms that may be indispensable to 
prec~se reasoning but repel the layman anxious only to catch the drift of 
the argument and to see in what direction it leads.. While there is no 
lack of readi ng material, therefore, much of it is unsuited to the 
requirements of t his course. We have tried to sift out for each seminar 
meetir .. g a few reading assignments that are illuminating, pointed and 
germane; t hese usually take the form of sr ... ort articles and reports that 
c~VJ. be !"ead at a sitting rather than ent.:l.r e volumes. vJe have also thought 
it desi~able to circulate before each semtnar meeting a m·ief outline 
suwmarizing the argument to be presented or sketching the background 
against which the discussion should be COilducted. These outlines to some 
extent represent 1.-JOrk in prog!'ess since I:Je hope that, once they have been 
thoroughly discussed in the Institute, some of them may be at'·nended and 
elaborated for publication. 

To marketing and production problems have been added others that 
equally beset development whether in a firm, a country or an organization 
like the Institute. v.Je have been faced, for example, with a difficult 
staff problem. Not, of course, in the sense that any of my colleagues 
have been difficult or uncooperative: we could not have worked in greater 
harmony, or with more determination to mruce the Institute a success. 
But we started with a full-time staff of three only: and while this 
al..lovred us to preserve a close working relationship in which we could all 
keep in touch with each other's activities and views, it also involved us 
in a number of inconveniences and risks. Moreover, the Institute was in 
the unique position that every single member of its staff was due to 
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return, after a comparatively short period, to another post, either in 
the Bank or eJ.se~rrhere. It stood in need of additional staff e-ven if 
there were no increase in the number of participants, and the number was 
in fact expected to come close to doubling. Yet it vJas very hard to 
find men who simultaneously complied with the various requirements that 
we sought in a member of staff and were prepared to abandon their exist
ing posts in order to join ito We may count ourselves fortunate in the 
way in \·Jhich these difficulties have teen resolved, and in the accession 
to the staff, one on a full-time basis and the other for a limited period, 
of two able and experienced economists from the underdeveloped countries. 
We have been fortunate also, looking a little further ahead, in finding 
a new Director who has had plenty of opportunit~r to observe how different 
governments grapple with the problem of economic development and who has 
had a distinguished career as commentator on the policies they have pur
sued. 

To conclude the parallel with other forms of economic development, 
I should like to refer briefly to prob~ems o~ research and finance. Like 
most people, we appreciate the liaportance of research and, again like 
most people, ~rre have an uneasy feeling that we have neglected it. In 
some ways, this is inevitable, since \ve start l.Ji th an acute conscious
ness of our own ignorance and the strong conviction, implanted in us by 
professional training, that if only we had time to examine the record of 
economic development more carefully, we should not only discovBr truths 
of intellectual j~portance but should also be able to direct your think
ing end the thinl~ing of other people tovJards conclusions of great practi
cal importance. We have been asked arain and again for any pamphlets, 
articles or books that have emerged from our stuoies here ~~d have had 
to give the rather lame reply that 1r1e have as yet nothing worthy of pub
lication. It would be quite vJrong, hm . ..rever, if we used our output of 
printed material as a measure of the research effort that we have made.. 
For the truth is that almost the whole of our work tere represents a 
cooperative venture in research: a scrutiny of all that is knownabout 
economic development in an endeavor to apply that knowledge to practical 
purposes. The papers that we shall circulate to you, and the talks to 
which you will listen, are a kind of interim report which you can help 
us to amend and improve. 

I have left finance to the end because in our case, as in the 
case of many organiza,tions and countries, it is far from being the prin
cipal obstacle to development. You should be in no doubt, however, that 
the Institute is quite a costly affair and that, apart altogether from 
the contribution made by your governments, the Bank and the two 
Foundations sponsoring the experiment have to put up a total of some 
$10,000 for each participant in one of our courses~ Even so, the 
arrangements are by no means lavish, and in some countries where official 
duties are not the sole source of income, attendance at the Institute 
1.-1ould involve a man in some financial sacrifice. 
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Now that our first course is over, and we have had time to reflect 
on its shortcomings, we have been able to make changes step by step so 
as to achieve a better solution to our various problems. We have trans
formed the Institute from a place where all the participants are housed 
into a center for study, recreation and social activity. Given the 
dimensions of the house, we should have been obliged in any event to ask 
the great majority of you to live elsewhere; and we have decided that it 
is better to free the whole of the building for non-residential uses. 

The curriculum has also been completely revamped. \~e shall have 
fewer meetings and fewer guest speakers. More of the meetings will be 
given up to discussion in small groups. The sequence of courses ~~1 
be altered and the courses will be less comprehensive. These changes 
are designed to free your time, to e~low the staff to see more of you 
individually, to allow you to digest more fully what you learn, to let 
you concentrate on a narrower range of key problems, and to permit a 
more even and more intensive discussion of those problems. 

I shall not enlarge on these changes since they are discussed at 
some length in my report to the Directors of the Bank and you all have 
copies of this report. You will see that we are proceeding empirically 
and learning as we go along. But however empirical we are, we have to 
kno~w where we are going, \-That we are trying to do and how we propose to 
do it. My colleagues and I have thought hard about these matters dur
ing the past year an we have consulted many different people with 
experience of one or other of our problems. 1~e have talked to men who' 
conduct courses in mBnagement for senior business executives; to men 
who are in charge of technical training courses that involve bringing 
fairly senior men to the United States from underdeveloped countries; 
to instructors attached to staff colleges; to university professors who 
run special courses in econornic development aimed mainly or exclusively 
at officials and others from underdeveloped countries. It is astonish
ing how often their problems coincide with ours. Yet none of them has 
precisely the sarae objectives as we have. 

Our approach, for example, is not that of a university which, at 
the undergraduate level, seeks to implant habits of intellectual disci
pline and systematic generalization, and, at the graduate level, is 
concerned with scholarship, research capacity and contributions to know
ledge. We do not conduct a post-graduate seminar, nor even a post
postgraduate seminar. On the other hand, there are elements of theory 
in the course that distinguish it from some forms of staff college and 
business management training where reliance is placed almost exclusively 
on the discussion of concrete cases. \~bile there is no specific tech
nique in which we are trying to instruct you, all that we have to say 
bears on a quite definite and recognizable range of problems which fall 
within the sphere of competence of one or more of you. I draw your 
attention also to the fact that the cou~se extends over a period that 
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is twice as long as the longest course for senior business executives 
known to me (in the United States, at least). While it is shorter than 
the courses offered at the Industrial War College in Washington, the 
men attending these courses are expected to ffiOVe their homes to 
vJashington for the period of the course. Moreover they are drawn, as 
are the vast majority of those attending management courses, from a 
single country and have a far more homogeneous background than are 
officials drawn from the ends of the earth. 

vfuile facilities at the I~stitute have something in common with 
the other facilities to which I have referred, they are really quite 
unique. The curriculum borrows heavily from a~ademic economists and 
some of it might well form pert of a university course. It also includes 
elements that might well figure in management courses. But equally there 
are differences in the kind of people taking part; in the teaching methods 
employed; in the range and variety of speakers in the curriculum; and 
above all, in the fundamental objectives. 

Before I submit to you my own view of these objectives, let me dis
pose of some preconceptions of our aims and functions which you may have 
formed ~ Y.ou may be tempted to regard the Institute as an elaborate con
sulting room in which you can recount any symptoms of economic ill health 
in your own country and be handed down an authoritative prescription from 
the Bank's pha.rwacopeia. Let me disabuse any of you who have such expec
tations. we do not deal in prescriptions. We recognize that there may 
be several different ways of pushing forward development and that it is 
difficult 1 and often impossible, to make a choice without full knowledge 
of the circurr1stances. Even if the Bank, or some member of the Bank's 
staff, has given a general blessing to some particular expedient, be it 
a development bank, an investment program or a public corporation, we are 
under no corrpulsion to endorse that expedient as appropriate in every 
country and every case. We think it important that you should draw your 
own conclusions, learn where to go for evidence and how to assess it, 
and see how one expedient may become preferable to another as circum
stances alter. 

You may also look on the oourse as a means of prosecuting advanced 
study, and feel some impatience with elements in the curriculum that do 
not cater for your special interests. There is no reason why you should 
not profit from your stay in Washington to improve your knowledge of 
matters within your present field of responsibility. But I hope that 
you do not come to feel that other parts of the course are a mere dis
traction and try to avoid discussions in which you feel disqualified 
from participating. For the course is not intended for specialists; 
there are already other arrangements for bringing to the United States 
high-level officials who want to pursue a special field of inquiry, and 
there is no need to duplicate those arrangements in the Institute. Nor 
is the course designed to let everyone taking part suit his own conven
ience or work exclusively on individual assignments. The course, to 
stress the obvious, is, after all, a course. There is a common, 
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compulsory element as well as an individue~, optional element; and the 
first bulks far more largely than the second. Moreover the optional 
element is designed to reduce the inequality and unevenness that arise, 
from the big differences between participants quite as much as to allow 
fuller play to the personal preferences ar1d interests of each. 

Education is a subtle and of ten painful process in which what is 
learnt is rarely what is taught. 'V,le recognize that if we set out to 
teach you, we are not likely to be more successful than the average 
teacher, and we shall not even be able to test and measure our success. 
If we set out, however, to accelepate the learning process, we may have 
better grounds for satisfaction. The first requisite in this process 
is a certain humility - a re~diness to recognize that we all know very 
little about anything, a...11d that other people may kno·w more than we do, 
or may have something new to say, even on matters that we regard as our 
peculiar province. We must also be willing to confess ignorance - a rare 
and difficult exercise in humility. The usual method of stimulating such 
conf ession is by conducting regv~ar written examinations and it has often 
been suggested to us that we should employ this method, specifically for 
the purpose of demonstrating to you how much you don't know that you 
ought to l~ow . We do not propose to accept this suggestion; but there 
is obviously a real danger in a course of this kind of complacency on 
your part and ours, of one half-understood exposition succeeding another, 
and of your completing the course with no injury to your pride but no 
gain to your understandi~g. 

\r-Ihen we ask you to put down sonething in writing on any subject, 
you may feel little enthusiasm and protest that the Hriting of minutes 
and memoranda is a normal bureaucratic acti ·vi tJr with which you are al
ready entirely familiar. On the same groru1ds, you may resist, consciously 
or unconsciously, most assigrunents that we offer you. You have all been 
members of government committees, acted as chairmen of meetings, prepared 
reports on projects, advised on action to 1::e taken. But you may still 
need training in each of these activities; and you make a great mistake 
if you imagine that your studies here are a kind of tonic, to be taken 
in isolation from the rest of your daily diet, and yet capable of making 
you twice the man you -were. A training in economic manag-ement necessar
ily includes some training in setting out conclusions and putting them 
across, as well as in reaching conclusions that make economic sense. For 
this reason, we shall invite each of you to undertake various tasks 
involving the setting out of your views in writing, leading a discussion 
or debate, summarizing a seminar or group discussion, and so on. 

You may also feel distressed by what you regard as a somewhat 
theoretical approach to economic de11elopment and hanker after a more 
practical and down-to-earth treatment. It is natural to expect us to 
single out the common problems of underdeveloped countries and 
demonstrate the general lines along Hhich a solution can be found. But 
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if your expectation springs from a desire to be shown exactly how to pro
ceed in the local circumstances of your ovm country, you are thrusting on 
us pretensions that I have already disclaimed. If, on the other hand, it 
springs from the hope of arriving at generalizations from past experience 
and general solutions of wide applicability, it is tantamount to an 
appeal, not for less theory, but for more. Moreover, it takes for 
granted that a discussion of economic problems in the context of some 
individual country will engage the interest of all of you, however diverse 
your backgrounds and preoccupations. But our experience of the first 
course left us in some doubt whether this was in fact true. There was 
considerable reluctance to pursue case studies in which the issues could 
not be easily divorced from their local context and in which a mass of 
detail had first to be assimilated before they could profitably be dis
cussed. The best case studies from our point of view appeared to be 
those that gave point and color to propos~tions that would otherwise 
have been abstract or platitudinous, or that lent themselves to debate 
on general issues, or that allo1-1ed us to introduce speakers "Jho had some
t hing worthwhile to say about their own experience of underdeveloped 
countrieso ~~ere only limited generalizations are possible, theory is 
out of place and a study of cases is very much in place; but as soon as 
one can generalize freely, it is the generalizations tha~ people want to 
master and these generalizations rapidly assume the character of ~heory. 

\r1ihat is our own vie1r1 of our aims and functions? According to the 
booklet describing the Institute, the course is "designed to give the 
participa::1ts a broad perspective of the problems of economic development 
and to increase their effectiveness in car~Jing out their responsibil-
ities. 11 \'-le lay emphasis first on a "broader perspective." 1tje think it 
important that you should see the bearing of economic policies on all 
parts of your economy and that you should appreciate, not just what your 
own department is trying to accomplish but the role of other departments 
and of agencies outside government, including private firms and enter
prises. You should realize more fully \-rhat is involved in any course 
of action and be able to assess the more remote as well as the immediate 
consequences. 

It is for this reason that the staff consists largely of men 
trained in economics. Economists cannot tell you what you should try to 
do; but they can advise you what to expect if you try to do this or that 
and can bring to your attention ways of achieving your goals that may 
have escaped you. Those who study applied economics in the hope of find
ing cut and dried answers to dilemmas of policy are usually disappointed; 
economists hedge their conclusions freely with provisos and reservations 
until the conclusions become burred and inconclusive. But there are at 
least three things that economics can inculcate and all three are of 
great practical importance to those whose sphere of action is an entire 
economy. First of all, there is the habit of thinking of many variables 
simu1taneously; the power to perceive interconnections and inter
dependencies that escape the casual student of affairs; the ability to 
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gain a panoramic view of the mo, -ement of the whole economy. Secondly, 
flowing from this, is the habit of measuring the attractiveness of any 
course of action in terms of alternatives; the econornist, generally cor
rectly, sometimes wrongly, is trained to think of decision-making in terms 
of choice, and to weigh the superior merits of one decision in terms of its 
net advantages over the best alternative. Thirdly, the focus of interest 
is usually in flows and rates of flow and in margins rather than in aver
ages; the economist is, therefore, on the lookout for statistical magni
tudes different from those that occupy the layman, and his handling of 
statistics and information and quantitative form shows a different fin
esse. l~ile the course is far from being one in economics, we attach 
importance, on all three grounds, to ensuring that you have at least an 
elementary acquaintance with economic analysis. 

You should also be able to gain a broader perspective by t he oppor
tunities that you \-rill have of listening to experts in many different 
fields , often on subjects with whi ch you are imperfectly acquainted. It 
is a common experience that when you find an expert with the gift of 
clear exposition, you not only see for the first time what his subject 
is about but you are left, temporarily at least, with the impr ession that 
you have mastered it. Certainly the essentials of most subjects are 
astonishingly s~ple; but because of modern specialization, the average 
administrator stands greatly in awe of thoze who can lay claim to 
expertise . I hope that you will gain from this course greater self
confidence ~n your approach to technical experts, withou~however, 
carrying this to the point where you begin to teach them their own busi
ness. 

Lack of knowledge of technical mat ters is one of the ~ajor weak
nesses of those who have to formulate and carry out programs of economic 
development; and we have, therefore, made it our business to include in 
the course some training in economic technology, particularly those 
elements in technology that relate to the construction and operation of 
large projects. We shall have a good deal to sayabout ·the economics of 
power and transport, for example, and about the considerations, economic 
and technical, governing the selection of po'l."er and transport projects. 
If there are rules of thumb which will help you to decide whether a proj
ect is likely to be worthwhile, we shall draw your attention to them. We 
shall try to show you the kind of calculations that you should make and 
the kind of alternatives that you should consider. 

This brings me to what is, I think, the core of the matter. 
Development is a process that can be understood and directed only by a 
combination of talents and disciplines. Economics may govern the strategy 
but it has to be united with some grasp of technology and some insight 
into administration. These three disciplines are far from exhausting 
the list, particularly where religion, politics and social customs may 
supply the drive or block the way. But it represents at least a considerable 
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advance to Jmow enough of the three that I have listed to be able to 
bring them to bear on the lar·ger proposals for industrial and agricultural 
development. It is precisely this advance that we hope that you will be 
able to make during your stay at the Institute. 

During the first course there was some surprise that when we made 
our field trips we seemed to spend much of our time in industrial estab
lishments, at power plants, and so on. This surprise was combined with 
some disappointment that many of those plants turned out to be far larger 
than any corresponding plant in the underdeveloped countries. We found 
ourselves looking at the largest steel plant in the world, or the bigg·est 
thermal plant for the generation of electric power, or the highest dam 
this side of the Mississippi, until many of the part~cipants concluded 
that it was all part of a plan to dishearten them and demonstrate the 
impossibility of development. But when we showed them something on a 
scale more familiar to them, they tended to 1:e just as puzzled that it 
should be t hought worthy of their attention because they already had 
plants of that kind, often, in their view, more efficiently organized. 
The object of those visits was not to impress or discourage. It was to 
bring home some of the technological considerations that are relevant 
to the selectio~ of industrial projects and to show how much there is in 
com..rr..on between the problems of management in large-scale industry and 
the problems of econon~c management in a country undergoing industrial
·ization. vie want to furnish you with opportunities of studying the 
inter a ction cf economic , technological and administrative factors in 
Ameri2-an i~0r.s -'.:.r.{; we t h:'l.nk that such opportunities are valuable ~"1d 

that t hey should form an integral part of the course . 

When -vre dra.w up our first curriculu.rn we were at some pains not to 
employ in it the word 11 planning" since \<Je wanted to avoid misunderstand
ing, and few words are so productive of it. He have now decided, however , 
that it will be easier for you to catch the drift of the course if we make 
development plans c·Qr point of departure, and go on to show that, while 
there are me~y different kinds of development plan, all of them require 
an understa~ding of fiscal policy and monetary policy and all the oth8r 
constituent parts of th8 present course . \-ie begi n by examining what a 
development:, prog:r-.. :.n is, the various aspects of it, how j_ t wo:;.."'ks in 
selected cas t:~ s, and the limitations to which it is subject. Then we go 
on to discuss the policies that give effect to a program, for example 
in fina..t'1Ci:lg it, in preventing inflation, in keeping for e i gn trade in 
balance and Go Oi.1o In the second part of the co-~~se we study the com
ponent ele!1eD.ts o~ the program in agricultural and ind·:.:'..st.rial devel opment 
and t he co~:; (.:T ate p~t·o blems that such develop:-tent e~~eoun·cc-;rs. vie cover 
very much th-s S aT.l-"3 grou.rHl. as in our first C1ITricuJ.1m1 bJ.:t in a differ·3nt 
order; and aithongh we shaJ.l talk a great deal about planning, the course 
is still not inter~ded as a training in planning but is mor e adaquately 
descri ted afl a re7:.c\v of economic policy for those whose task it is to 
frame &'1d aillninister it. 
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Here I return to the theme from which I started: that the tasks 
confronting the Institute have much in common with the tasks confronting 
your countries~ We, too, have to plfui; but, as with all plans, we can 
foresee the future only imperfectly and must leave room for contingencies. 
We cannot tell what you will think of our curriculum until we are well 
launched on it, just as you cannot be sure what response yo·ur pla.rs will 
meet with until they are put into action. We have to be ready to make 
changes and not be mesmerized by earlier decisions based on what may 
prove to be false premises. \'Je have to plan, not for this year only, 
but for later years as well, just as you must shape your plans with an 
eye on their long-range effects and not merely on their immediate useful
ness. Above all, we have to train ourselves in the habits of mind that 
good planning requires. It is just such a training that many of you hope 
to derive from this course. But you are not alone in submitting your
selves to this training; for we, too, as one course succeeds another, 
must submit to lea.rn from each how we should plan for the next. You may 
count the course a failure if you do not learn something from us; we 
shall certainly be very disappointed if we do not learn from you. 

Washington, D~C. 
October 1, 1956 

A. K. CAIRNCROSS 
Director 
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PREFACE 

The Economic Development Institute of the World 
Bank is a staff college offering courses to officials of minis
t;ies, government agencies and other institutions con
cerned with development plans and development activi
ties. It was established ten years ago when Mr. A. K. 
Cairncross, then Professor of Applied Economics at the 
University of Glasgow, became its first Director. On 
the occasion of the tenth anniversary of the Institute, 
Professor Cairncross, now head of the United Kingdom 
Government Economic Service, was invited by the 
World Bank to return to Washington to give a public 
lecture on a subject of his own choice. In his lecture on 
"The Short Term and the Long in Economic Planning" 
Professor Cairncross deals with a subject of particular 
interest to practitioners and students of the applied art 
of economic development, in line with the objectives of 
the Economic Development Institute. 

Professor Edward S. Mason, Lamont University Pro
fessor of Harvard University, who introduced Professor 
Cairncross made the following remarks about the activi
ties of the Economic Development Institute and its ac
complishments: 

'' ... the primary responsibility for development 
rests squarely on the shoulders of the aid-receiving 
countries themselves. If this responsibility is to be 
exercised it is essential that adequate training be pro
vided for those in responsible positions and the EDI 
has done its share, and more than its share, to make 
effective training possible. In the 10 years of its 
existence some 530 government officials from 97 coun
tries and territories have attended the courses of the 
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Institute and of these a respectable number have 
moved into top positions as ministers of finance, di
rectors of planning commissions, presidents of devel
opment corporations and investment banks, and into 
other posts associated with development programs and 
policies. Such training constitutes the highest order of 
technical assistance and, as was anticipated at the time 
the EDI was initiated, its alumni have not only made 
a first rate contribution to the welfare of their own 
countries but have also significantly aided the work of 
the Bank around the world." 

Much of the credit for these results must go to Pro
fessor Cairncross who was in charge of the Institute in 
its early phases, during which a teaching curriculum 
was evolved reflecting the experience of the World Bank 
with a variety of practical development problems. 

The purpose of this publication is to make Professor 
Cairncross' lecture available to a wider audience. 

John H. Adler 
Director 

Economic Development Institute 

...... 

ON 10TH JANUARY, 1956 the Economic Development 
Institute was launched, quite literally, with a splash. 

The previous evening, one of the participants in the 
first course at the Institute arrived late, rather tired, and 
decided to have a bath and go to bed. Unfortunately 
he forgot to turn off the bath water, which in due course 
found its way through the ceiling on to the beautiful 
new carpet that had been laid for the opening ceremony. 

Dampening though this was, it did not delay the pro
ceedings. But it was not only the bath water that 
dripped through. A large invited audience arrived in 
instalments throughout the delivery of the inaugural 
address by the Director because it happened to be one 
of those winter days in Washington when a little ice here 
and there throws the traffic into utter confusion. Thus 
although it was heartening to see the audience grow 
rather than melt away, it was impossible not to reflect, 
as newcomers dropped in all the way to the final para
graph, on the obstacles to development-in this case the 
development of a theme-that persist even in advanced 
societies and on how much, momentarily at least, the 
Institute had in common with a cinema. 

Apart from the need for a continuous performance 
when there is a message to be got across, the events of the 
morning pointed a number of salutary morals. One was 
that interest in economic development tends to increase 
rather than to decline. Then there was the obvious 
fact that plans are apt to go awry and that one must 
exercise constant vigilance to adapt them to new circum
stances. But above all, the cold water poured on the 
Institute by one of its own participants prompted the 
reflection that it might not be a bad way of studying 
economic growth to look at it in the light of the Insti
tute's own experience, the impulses that made it grow 
and the obstacles that it had to overcome in doing so. 

From this point of view the last ten years have been 
immensely encouraging. The Institute is now firmly 
established and its activities have developed in many dif
ferent directions. All over the world one meets Fellows 
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of the Institute who carry increasing responsibility in the 
administration of their countries. The collective knowl
edge and experience of those who have studied or taught 
at the Institute must by now be ·enormous and should 
make it easier not only to carry out the practical tasks of 
development but to investigate the outstanding character
istics of the process of development itself. 

In the presence of that accumulated knowledge and 
experience I feel rather like a first year undergraduate 
called upon to address the Faculty. It would be pos
sible for me, in the brash way that undergraduates have, 
to prescribe for all and sundry, and propound the lines 
along which the Institute ought to develop over, say, 
the next ten years. But it has been borne in on me 
before now that there is a limit to the advice that can 
be usefully offered from outside, that the ideas with 
which one starts off are progressively modified through 
contact with the hard facts governing the growth of in
stitutions (just as much as economies), and that to trace 
the inner logic of that growth and fathom the real alter
natives of policy needs very careful study of past experi
ence, current resources and future opportunities. Liv
ing at a distance of several thousand miles from the In
stitute and absorbed by other duties, I am not equipped 
to speculate on its future and am happy to content myself 
with a tribute to its past. On this anniversary to cele
brate its emergence from infancy, I am delighted to have 
been summoned back from outer darkness although I 
should have preferred, in my capacity of Chief Ghost, 
to have confined my share in the proceedings to a walk
ing-on part. 

T HE FIRST THING that those who attended courses at 
the Economic Development Institute ten years ago 

wanted to hear about was how to set about preparing a 
development programme. Their interest lay not in eco
nomic theory nor even in specific problems in applied 
economics, but in an area of discussion where there are 
few good textbooks-the administration of economic 
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policy. I thought, therefore, that I might select for my 
theme today a topic falling within this area. What I 
propose to do is to consider the relationship between the 
short term and the long in economic planning. I shall 
deal with a number of problems that are posed by this 
relationship. For example, what limitations on long
term pl.anning does the need to make short-term ad just
ments Impose? And conversely what limitations on 
short-term policy are necessary in order to take account 
of long-term trends and plans? What administrative 
Jllachinery is calculated to secure the right balance be
tween long-term and short-term considerations? What 
division of responsibility between departments is desir
able in order to marry short-term and long-term planning 
effectively? 

Let me begin by reminding you that the idea of plan
ning an economy, irrespective of motive and time-hori
zon, is of comparatively recent origin. Short-term eco
nomic planning to maintain full employment and prevent 
fluctuations in the level of activity is largely a post-war 
development. This kind of planning has been associated · 
with the use of budgetary and monetary weapons and the 
time-horizon rarely extends beyond about one year. 
!he budget, which in most countries is the principal 
Instrument employed, was not originally a tool of eco
nom~c management at all but rather a means of keeping 
public receipts and outgoings in an appropriate relation
ship to one another judged by exclusively financial cri
teria. Long-term plans prepared by governments with 
the object of bringing about a systematic transformation 
of an economy by changes in its economic structure and 
with an eye to speeding up the rate of growth of o~tput, 
are also a post-war development (leaving the special case 
of the U.S.S.R. out of account). 

But it ought not to be necessary for me to remind you 
here in Washington that every administration has to 
weigh up short-term and long-term considerations and 
that it is not infrequent for one agency to be entrusted 
with responsibilities centering on the preservation of 
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equilibrium while another agency is charged with re
sponsibilities for promoting development over time. 
The most obvious example on the international plane is 
the existence of the International Monetary Fund along
side the International Bank for Reconstruction and De
velopment. But in many other countries the same dichot
omy exists in a different form, with the Ministry of 
Finance co-ordinating policy on a short-term basis while 
long-term policy is co-ordinated through a Planning 
Commission or a Ministry of Planning. 

Ten years ago there was no doubt that in the less 
developed countries long-term planning was in the fore
front while in the more industrialised countries what I 
have described as short-term economic planning domi
nated policy. Why was this? And why is it that there 
have been shifts in both sets of countries towards a more 
balanced approach? 

The answer seems to me. to lie in the state of economic 
theory, the nature of the planning process itself, the 
peculiarities of the less developed countries, and the 
respective dividends that the two sets of countries ex
pected to enjoy from improvements in planning of one 
kind or the other. Let me take these in turn. 

Economists devoted a great deal of time before the war 
to the analysis of economic disequilibrium and had de
veloped concepts and policy prescriptions appropriate 
to coping with disequilibrating forces. It is true that 
they did not visualise the persistence of inflationary dis
equilibrium and were thinking more in terms of con
spicuous and sustained departures from full employment. 
But as soon as economic stability was accepted as a 
definite aim to which short-term policy should be di
rected, a whole apparatus of thought was ready to hand 
to guide policy in the selection and use of stabilising 
techniques. 

J ONG-TERM PLANNING was in an entirely different situa
L tion. The purpose of long-term planning was ob
scure and it was rarely thought of as promoting faster 
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growth. On the contrary, it was usually associated with 
the use of dictatorial powers in the U.S.S.R. or in Ger
many without much regard to consumer welfare, or with 
war-time controls that no one wished to perpetuate, or 
(at best) with programmes of recovery designed to en-
sure that moneys advanced or borrowed from abroad 
would be used to good advantage. Even when the ideas 
of planning and growth became firmly associated with 
one another there was no theory of economic growth on 
which development planning could rest. Ten years ago 
lmost the only contribution to development planning that 

economists had made was the popular doctrine that faster 
growth required higher investment and that planning 
ought therefore to concentrate on raising the level of in
vestment. If anything, the doctrine is even more popu
lar today. But it is doubtful doctrine and far from an 

· adequate theory for policy purposes. If you make 
higher investment your watchword-even higher "pro
ductive" investment, whatever that is-you may do little 
to accelerate growth and may even slow it down; and if 
you want higher investment, planning is not necessarily 
the best way of getting it. 

Thus whereas short-term policy rested on a definite 
aim, developed concepts and familiar techniques, long
term policy had no such firm foundation. The idea of 
growth was slow in acquiring a central importance and 
the role of the government in promoting growth remains 
a matter of controversy. Although the preparation of 
growth models became itself something of a growth in
dustry, economists did not develop a coherent theory of 
growth capable of translation into policy measures, nor 
did they provide an intelligible account (except in terms 
of higher investment) of the role of planning in the 
formulation of such measures. The preparation of de
velopment plans was accepted as natural in countries in
curring foreign debt or receiving foreign aid but was not 
usually justified in terms of faster growth. This in it
self meant that planning fell out of favour in industrial 
countries when the Marshall Plan came to an end but 
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that it continued in favour in the less developed countries 
to which foreign aid flowed on an increasing scale. 

There is, secondly, the simple fact that the people who 
plan most successfully are not necessarily the people who 
issue most plans. Industrial countries all engage in some 
form of short-term planning: but how many of them is
sue short-term plans setting out how they expect demand 
and output to develop over, say the next year? Many of 
them profess not to engage in long-term planning: but 
they all issue budgets in which may be concealed com
mitments stretching over several years and an effort to 
plan ahead indistinguishable from that underlying many 
published plans. Budgets bring into existence an elabo
rate planning machine that is kept constantly in play be
cause fresh decisions about expenditure and revenue 
have to be made more or less continuously throughout 
the year. 

Budgets also happen to be an almost ideal instrument 
for co-ordinating short-term and long-term policy. The 
value of the budget as a short-term regulator has been 
increasingly recognised in industrial countries and its 
importance in this role has grown the more they have 
abandoned the use of administrative controls or become 
sceptical of the effectiveness of monetary policy by itself 
to counter inflation. But although the budget has tradi
tionally a rather short-term orientation it is also capable 
of being used to promote long-term growth and public 
expenditure in particular has to be viewed against a 
fairly long time-horizon. The existence of a highly 
developed budgetary apparatus and its evolution into an 
instrument of long-term planning has been one of the 
most powerful reasons why industrial countries have been 
slow to create separate machinery for the preparation of 
long-term plans. 

I N THE LESS DEVELOPED countries the budget normally 
plays a subsidiary role in planning both short-term 

and long-term and the administrative machine is less well 
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adopted to successful short-term economic co-ordination 
involving frequent changes of policy. Very often the 
necessary information is simply not available for assess
ing the state of the economy at frequent intervals and 
deciding what to do. Long-term plans are much easier 
to prepare because the process can be spread over a longer 
period of time and because the intervals at which long
term plans are likely to be altered are almost certain to 
exceed the intervals between short-term adjustments. 

One could, of course, put forward a rather different 
e~planation of the emphasis on long-term plans, although 
I am in no position to judge what foundation in fact it 
may have. For young mandarins who have recently re
turned from the universities of the West, initiated into 
the abracadabra of input-output analysis, linear program
ming and other mysteries, the preparation of long-term 
plans is a very beguiling operation, and one full of intel
lectual challenge even when the practical outcome may 
be highly obscure. On the other hand, the short-term 
management of an economy that is subject to rapid 
changes in circumstances offers harsher and more re
stricted choices with little scope for subtlety. Econo
mists have spent a great deal of time analysing the long
term inter-relations between different parts of an econ
omy and given far less thought to short-term relationships 
whose operation in many economies escapes statistical 
measurement and in all economies had to be guessed at 
until comparatively recently. The preparation of a 
long-term plan, viewed as a kind of statistical massage 
rather than as a way of ensuring co-ordinated action, is 
also a much safer occupation than short-term economic 
planning because there is plenty of time for the plan to 
be changed or for the public to forget before the calcula
tions and forecasts in the plan are put to the test. 

There are, thirdly, differences springing from the spe
cial circumstances of most of the less developed countries. 
They are highly vulnerable to forces that they cannot 
control in the short term: agricultural output, which 
forms a large part of their national income, is subject to 
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wide fluctuations because of weather conditions on the 
one hand and changes in world prices on the other. 
Whether one looks at the balance of payments, at the 
instruments of monetary policy, at rationing and other 
controls, or even at the Budget itself, one has to recognise 
again and again that large changes may occur which the 
governments of these countries cannot effectively counter 
in a short period of time. 

ON THE OTHER HAND, the importance of government 
action designed to promote long-term growth is 

bound to seem far greater to such countries. They are 
conscious of the need to make large structural ad just
ments such as seem to them unHkely to arise as the result 
of the unaided workings of market forces. They recog
nise that their economy is in need of a major transforma
tion and that it makes sense to try to visualise the differ
ent elements in this transformation in relation to one 
another by drawing up a development plan. The more 
industrialised countries, however much they may feel in 
need of modernisation, rarely feel so strongly the com
pulsion to bring about major structural changes within a 
comparatively limited period of time. 

Largely for this reason the less developed countries 
have a strong incentive to concentrate on long-term devel
opment plans. The dividends that they expect from 
such plans-and certainly from economic growth, how
ever secured-are bound to seem large in relation to the 
dividends from any greater degree of economic stability 
that they could secure through their own efforts. The 
industrialised countries, by contrast, have been conscious 
throughout most of the past half century of the enormous 
loss that might be inflicted on them through failure to 
maintain short-term economic stability. Their attention, 
therefore, has been drawn to the problems that this raises 
and to the ways in which such losses could be avoided by 
better short-term economic management. It is only as 
the dangers of economic instability have receded that at
tention has begun to be focussed on economic growth and 
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on the possibility that government policy might be able 
to accelerate it. An extra 1 per cent per annum may be 
hardly worth bothering about when the national income 
is liable to fall by 5 or 10 per cent in a single year; but if 
variations in the national income can be kept down to 3 
or 4 per cent per annum (in relation to trend) it is no 
longer possible to treat a cumulative gain of 1 per cent 
every year as a subsidiary matter. 

I doubt, however, whether this is the main reason for 
the renewed interest of the industrialized countries in 
ptanning. A more powerful factor has been the expan
sion of the public sector and of the influence of the central 
government on the whole economy. The more public 
expenditure grows, the more necessary it becomes to look 
at it, not year by year but in relation to longer-term 
trends, and not item by item, but as part of an aggregate 
for which the government has to raise the money. It is 
also necessary to foresee what will be involved in financ
ing this aggregate over a period of years and how far the 
private sector is likely to be able to keep in step. Public 
expenditure has to be planned over a period of years, 
first in order to get the make-up "right" in relation to 
social priorities and then in order to get the total "right" 
in relation to the parallel growth in GNP. There are 
also a whole series of interconnections between the con
stituent parts that it is important to establish and pre
serve: for example, in order to ensure that there are new 
schools to match the growth in the school population, 
teachers for the schools when they are built, colleges in 
which to train the teachers, and so on. The motives for 
planning public expenditure must be at least as strong as 
the motives of any large firm in planning for expansion. 

But in fact they are much stronger. The interconnec
tions are not all within the public sector but between it 
and the private sector. For one thing, the private sector 
has to provide a great deal of the money. For another, 
the private sector cannot engage in forward planning 
without making assumptions about the evolution of gov
ernment policy and developments in the public sector. 
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Similarly, it is difficult for the government to avoid mak
ing some long-range forecast of the way the private sector 
will grow and natural to go onto frame policies for the 
whole economy on the basis of this long-term assessment. 
These policies are already a plan in embryo. 

0 N TOP OF ALL THIS comes the strong tendency in the 
modern State towards centralisation. The more 

pervasive the influence of the central government, the 
greater the urge to give coherence to that influence in 
some form of planning. Where central planning has a 
bad name it is all too often because centralisation of 
power and influence has a bad name. The central gov
ernment may be disinclined to use its influence to the full 
because it is conscious of the dangers. But its scruples 
·have generally been overriden by desperation-the des-
peration of war, or depression, or, nowadays, disappoint
ingly slow growth. In the industrial countries, the 
vogue for planning is greatest where there is a combina
tion of strong central government and a deep anxiety to 
grow faster. It is hardly necessary to add that both of 
these are also characteristic of many underdeveloped 
countries. 

If the industrialised countries have become more 
aware of the possibilities of long-term planning it is per
haps time for the less developed countries to consider 
whether a more deliberate attempt might not be made to 
improve short-term planning. They cannot and certainly 
do not escape sudden pressures that take them unawares 
and force on them decisions only dimly related to their 
long-term plans. These decisions are taken by different 
agencies and departments, sometimes in a remarkably 
unco-ordinated way. The departments in charge of ex
penditure programmes, foreign aid, taxation, import 
controls, exchange restrictions, monetary policy, regional 
policy (if there is one) and all the other aspects of gen
eral economic and financial policy, often give the im
pression of being at sixes and sevens, taking defensive 
action or fresh initiatives without any apparent regard to 
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the line of policy still pursued elsewhere. Apart alto
gether from what might be done to bring such action into 
closer relationship with long-term development plans, 
there is need for a more wholehearted effort of planning 
current policy-making. This means putting more ad
ministrative time and energy into short-term forecasting, 
improving the information on which it is based, devising 
machinery for proper consultation between the key agen
cies and departments, keeping abreast of ideas and prac
tices elsewhere in grappling with the problem of eco
n!})mic co-ordination, and devoting to the whole business 
a larger share of the administrative talent and skilled 
economic advice at the disposal of the government. 

I SHOULD NOW like to turn to the first of the questions 
which I undertook to discuss. What are the mutual 

limitations imposed on long and short-term planning 
when they have to be carried on simultaneously? 

Although this is how I originally formulated the ques
tion in preparing this address, it is not how I was inclined 
to put it once I had drafted it. It now seems to me that 
it is not the length of the time-horizon that distinguishes 
one kind of planning from · the other. All planning for 
the future must extend over a period relevant to the prob
lem to be solved; and how short-term and long-term con
siderations are reconciled within that period depends on 
the specific problem under discussion rather than on rules 
of general application. If one is planning transport or 
power or educational facilities there is no escape from a 
very long time-horizon although at any point in time one 
must make the best of the facilities that exist. On the 
other hand, if one is planning the future level of employ
ment one has to take a short time-horizon although at any 
point in time one may want to know the underlying 
trend in the size of the working population. It is the 
fact that these time-horizons are different that gives rise 
to the conflict between short-term and long-term plan
ning. The measures taken to preserve a steady level of 
employment are only too likely to conflict with measures 
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to give effect to a long-term plan for the development of 
the transport system, power supplies or education. 

The really critical distinction, as I now see it, is be
tween planning approached as a matter of demand man
agement and planning that takes the form of an effort to 
influence supply directly. The first focuses on the regu
lation of demand within the framework of an existing 
set of supply responses while the second is concerned with 
structural changes in the social and economic framework 
itself. The distinction between the two broadly corre
sponds to the economic distinction between the short 
period and the long. In the short period demand is sub
ject to much larger fluctuations than supply and, within 
the limits set by full employment, governs supply. In 
the long period, the growth of the economy, except in 
conditions of chronic depression, is governed by the ca
pacity to produce or, in other words, by supply. 

The objectives of the two forms of planning coincide 
roughly with the classical aims of stability (of demand) 
and growth (of productive capacity), and it is the conflict 
between those objectives that underlies the conflict be
tween the short term and the long. In an economy 
where governmental planning was confined to demand 
management and no effort was made to influence supply 
except through the regulation of demand, there would 
be no fundamental difference between short-term and 
long-term planning. The same kind of calculations 
would fall to be made in each, the same kind of staff 
could undertake both, and the co-ordination of economic 
policy would rest unmistakably with a single govern
mental agency, presumably the Ministry of Finance. 
On the equally extreme assumption that planning was 
directed solely to bringing about structural changes in 
supply conditions (for example, mobilisation for war, 
or organising for rapid industrialisation) and that de
mand could be neglected or forced into line by shortages, 
inflation, or-at a pinch-higher taxes, the co-ordination 
of economic policy would again be greatly simplified and 
could be entrusted to a single agency on the model of 
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Gosplan. I am not suggesting that there would be no 
conflicts between the short run and the long, for this 
would be absurd. The point is rather that there would 
be none of the special obstacles to effective co-ordination 
that arise from the need to consider demand and supply 
relationships simultaneously-usually in separate depart
ments of government. 

T HE CONFLICT BETWEEN short-run and long-run con
siderations is essentially a conflict of aims. In plans 

f r a short period such as a year the principal aim is to 
see to it that no more is undertaken than can be carried 
out, or alternatively, that enough is put in hand to make 
the fullest possible use of available resources. Where a 
long period is taken-four years or more-the principal 
aim is different: it is to add to available resources and in
crease the productive potential of the economy by a stated 
amount and to bring about various "structural" changes 
calculated to sustain further growth. The contrast, to 
repeat, is between planning the use of existing capacity 
and planning the enlargement of that capacity, with sta
bility the principal aim of the first and growth the object 
of the second. 

I am not concerned, of course, with the extent to which 
these aims are achieved. There are plenty of sceptics 
who think that national economic planning makes for less 
stability not more and slower growth not faster; and there 
are others who are enthusiastic about short-term and 
hostile to long-term planning-or, sometimes, the other 
way round. My concern is with the aims themselves and 
the extent to which they are compatible with one another. 

Now they are obviously not entirely incompatible. 
On the contrary, economic stability is a powerful contri
bution to economic growth and it is conceivable that suc
cess in accelerating growth might make for greater sta
bility. Many things can obviously be done to improve 
one without doing injury to the other. 

On the other hand, a full reconciliation of long-term 
and short-term objectives is far from easy. To accomplish 
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such a reconciliation in a world free from unexpected 
setbacks it would be necessary to aim at a rate of growth 
over the short term that it seemed possible in the light of 
experience to sustain in the long run; and conversely to 
aim at a rate of long-term growth that was not out of 
accord with what could be hoped for in the immediate 
future. In addition, since life is full of unexpected set
backs, provision would have to be made both in long
term and short-term plans for unforeseen contingencies 
either by setting aside adequate reserves or by refraining 
from firm commitments for at least some proportion of 
available resources. 

T HESE MAY SEEM modest conditions. Most countries, 
however, have not found them so. How is a coun

try to decide what long-term rate of growth it can sus
tain even if the balance of payments imposes no exter
nal constraint? It is only in recent years that advanced 
countries have begun to examine the underlying trend 
already achieved and to recognise the intricacies of the 
conceptual and measurement problems involved. Nearly 
all the published estimates cover limited periods of 
time without any adjustment for changes in capacity 
utilisation, participation rates, occupational structure, 
and so on. One need not go as far as Professor Morgen
stern in order to entertain considerable doubt as to their 
reliability. What then of less advanced countries with 
less advanced statistical services? And even if they are 
confident that they know how productivity has been 
growing or (by some miracle) accelerating how are they 
to translate the policies for faster growth that they pro
pose to adopt into fairly precise estimates of the outcome 
of these policies? If they start off blindly at what seems 
to them a reasonable rate of expansion how can they 
avoid having to change their minds long before they 
reach their goals because the pace proves to be hotter or 
slower than they can stand or, still worse, because they 
begin to have doubts whether they misjudged the situa
tion at the outset? 
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Equally, every country that issues a plan has to ask 
itself whether it is consistent with what is currently hap
pening and with the succession of events and decisions 
that seem likely along the line before the plan is realised. 
If the plan implies a different course of events and a 
different set of decisons, whether by government or by 
private industry, it becomes not only incredible but in
appropriate as a basis for further decision-taking, and in 
the strict sense, not a plan at all. This may seem a 
very elementary point; but it cannot have struck those 

ho still think of a plan as something one set of people 
prepare while another set get on with the job of handling 
the current situation. The current situation usually 
changes pretty violently every year or so and a plan that 
looked reasonable at the beginning of the year may well 
look near-impossible at the end. Should one then still 
try to steer towards the original objectives and leave the 
long-term programme untouched? Or should one alter 
course at once and try to effect some fresh reconcilia
tion between short-term and long-term objectives? Reason 
may suggest the latter; but planning is not in practice 
the rational process that it may be in principle and few 
countries if any make a practice of engaging in contin
uous modification of development plans except in minor 
respects. 

ACLASH BETWEEN short-term and long-term objectives 
can be softened by the use of reserves to screen the 

long-term plan from disruption or by the avoidance of 
completely fixed long-term programmes. 

The first alternative is most familiar in terms of 
reserves of foreign exchange and the line of thought is 
already familiar in the recent literature on compensatory 
finance. Because of the perennial shortage of foreign 
exchange in the less developed countries they run a 
constant risk of under-insuring against disruption of 
their plans and there is a strong case for channeling some 
aid to them so as to increase the insurance on which they 
can draw. The second alternative involves giving only 
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provisional sanction to some programmes and parts of 
others, with the power to impose cuts up to stated limits 
or to make additions of the same order of magnitude in 
the later years of the plan. Essentially this means the 
power to defer or bring forward some parts of the total 
programme if required so that although the bulk of the 
plan is firm a contingency element remains. There is no 
doubt as to the utility of arrangements of this kind as a 
means of dealing with the uncertainties of the real world. 
But planning to provide for contingencies is the antithesis 
of what is popularly thought of as planning: it means 
either refusing to allocate resources at all or refusing 
to allocate them firmly and leaving over decisions until 
it is known how things will turn out. 

Suppose that something happens to throw existing 
plans out of gear. The key question then arises: how is 
the shock to be taken? 

There are some countries where it may not be neces
sary to do anything at all. A country like, say, Saudi 
Arabia has large external reserves to cushion any change 
affecting its foreign trade or the inflow of capital. Its 
revenue is drawn so much from one commodity, oil, or 
from customs tariffs that are changed very infrequently, 
that fiscal policy is of no help in the short run. Public 
expenditure may be limited almost exclusively by the 
difficulty of getting work carried out. In those circum
stances the only way in which the short-term situation 
is likely to impinge on the development programme is 
through the need for some (possibly) informal building 
control or the use of credit restriction if inflation seems 
to be getting too much of a grip. 

There are other countries where there are almost lit
erally no instruments of short-term policy: for example, 
in an economy of primary producers with no adminis
trative controls and fixed rates of taxation. In such econ
omies the only protection against short-term dislocation 
of long-term plans is the use of reserves, either of do
mestic savings or of external reserves, or foreign bor
rowing and aid. 
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But in most countries, there is a need to act and there 
are policy instruments to use. The danger is that action 
will be deferred so that when it does come it will be 
more violent and on a larger scale than if the process of 
adjustment had begun earlier. The longer the delay, the 
stronger the government's eventual preference for some
thing that is quick-acting even at the expense of some
thing that would do less harm in the long run. 

~HE PRESERVATION of equilibrium, at whatever level 
> 1. of activity, is an object of policy likely to re
quire much less detailed government intervention than 
faster growth-at any rate if the means to faster growth 
is taken to be central economic planning. By the same 
token, action to preserve equilibrium will tend to cut 
across some of the specific elements in a plan for faster 
growth because it is likely to include the use of general 
weapons to check or stimulate demand rather than the 
specific weapons of expenditure control that usually 
figure prominently in plans for long-term development. 
Even when this type of conflict is absent, efforts to cope 
with short-term dangers to stability are likely to involve 
some sacrifice of long-term growth. 

Broadly speaking, the government has a choice be
tween action to put the burden of adjustment on the 
current standard of living (e.g., through higher taxation) 
or on the means to future growth (e.g., by cutting invest
ment). The choice is not an absolute one since any down
ward adjustment is bound to have some repercussions on 
expectations of future trends: investment may suffer in
directly if consumption is cut directly. But there is a 
choice: and the choice ultimately relates to the price of 
growth. 

The way this choice is made will obviously differ from 
one country to another. In an authoritarian regime, the 
government may pitch the claims of the future high not 
only in the plan it puts into operation but in the obsti
nacy with which it pursues the objectives of the plan 
through thick and thin. In more democratic regimes 
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there is usually less readiness to sacrifice the present 
standard of living on the altar of the future. This affects 
the shape of democratic plans. But it also affects their 
immunity to short-term changes. Governments with a 
limited expectation of life and dependent on popular 
favour, discount future income fairly heavily and are 
more alive to current dangers than future risks. This is 
not the only reason why they are more willing to let a 
short-term crisis affect investment. All governments have 
a strong tendency to meet disequilibrium where it arises 
rather than take offsetting action that will operate in
directly on some other part of the economy. If they have 
difficulty in maintaining the planned level of investment, 
therefore, they may well cut it instead of trying to make 
more room for it. But in any event the problem facing a 
government is often not which to cut, consumption or 
investment, but how to reduce the total pressure on re
sources and this means that consumption, as the largest 
element in final demand, can hardly fail to take part of 
the knock. 

In practice the range of possibilities is usually limited, 
and the points at which the plan is threatened also form 
a familiar list. We all know by now the post-war cycle of 
ambitious investment plans, balance of payments deficits, 
exchange control and appeals for more foreign aid, with 
the inelasticity and variability of agricultural earnings 
and the shortage of skilled labour as the steady accompa
niment. 

I TURN FROM these rather general considerations to 
more concrete issues about the machinery needed to 

give them effect. This machinery must obviously differ 
widely from one country to another so that the scope for 
valid generalisation is limited. One country is governed 
by a personal dictator, a second by a military junta. One 
has a President who happens to be extremely interested 
in economic affairs, in another they are left to technical 
experts, and in a third the Minister of Finance is himself 
both a professional economist and an influential political 
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figure. Different administrative solutions are inevitable 
in these very different situations. I wish I knew more 
about the solutions that have been adopted in practice: 
and perhaps it would have been more sensible of me to 
find out before presuming to address you on the subject. 
But from long experience of lecturing on subjects about 
which I know next to nothing, I recognise that ignorance 
not only emboldens a speaker when knowledge would 
inhibit him but also allows his audience the gratification 
of correcting his errors. So at the risk of encouraging 

ou in over-indulgence, I propose to go on describing a 
wood that I have rarely been in and drawing your at
tention to one or two trees in it that may bear only a 
coincidental resemblance to the real ones. 

It will not surprise you if I say that, as a Treasury 
official, my main interest in the machinery of planning 
is in the role assigned to the Ministry of Finance. There 
are, of course, countries where the Ministry of Finance 
takes no part whatever in the key decisions. In the Soviet 
Union, for example, this has been so since the first Five
year Plan; I have never once seen a reference in the 
Western press to the Soviet Minister of Finance. On 
the other hand, there are countries-of which the United 
Kingdom until 1964 was one-where the Minister of 
Finance is entrusted with full responsibility under the 
Cabinet for the co-ordination of economic policy both 
short-term and long. To some extent this contrast reflects 
the distinction that I drew earlier between a regime 
under which co-ordination takes place on the side of 
supply and one under which it takes place on the side of 
demand. But it would be misleading to describe the 
Soviet and British systems in such terms since there is, 
after all, a Soviet Budget :which is not presumably just 
a piece of accountancy and there is in Britain a large 
public sector under the direct control of the authorities 
as well as a variety of ways of influencing or controlling 
what goes on in the private sector. 

Even where economic co-ordination is the responsi
bility of a single minister this leaves a good many other 
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administrative problems unresolved. Policy is many
sided : economic and other considerations (defence, 
foreign policy, social justice and so on) have still to be 
weighed against one another and co-ordinated on some 
interdepartmental basis. Again, policy-making cannot 
always be divorced from the execution of policy: if one 
department is charged with co-ordinating duties its re
sponsibilities are liable to grow the more it scrutinises 
and controls the projects and decisions which it co-ord
inates. It may become too large to do its job efficiently. 
Finally, the mere fact that various co-ordinating roles 
are all united within the ambit of one department does 
not dispose of the conflicts between those various roles. 
In particular long-run and short-run considerations have 
still to be reconciled; and the reconciliation achieved on 
an intradepartmental footing is not necessarily more 
satisfactory than one arrived at through interdepartmental 
conflict. 

However co-ordination takes place, a number of dif
ferent departments control one or other of the key in
struments of economic policy. One department may deal 
with commercial policy, a second with taxation, a third 
with control over public expenditure, a fourth (usually 
the central bank, which may retain a good deal of inde
pendence) with monetary policy, a fifth with foreign aid, 
a sixth with relations with subordinate authorities whether 
state, provincial or local, and so on. Traditionally, the 
major role in co-ordination is taken by the Ministry of 
Finance; but the degree to which this department itself 
operates any of the instruments of co-ordination varies a 
great deal, partly because of historical circumstances 
and partly because the size and complexity of the fiscal 
or monetary system, the importance of the public sector, 
relationships with subordinate authorities, and so on, 
differ from one country to another. 

T HE TRADITIONAL SUPREMACY of the Ministry of Fi
nance in economic affairs has also come under at

tack for a variety of reasons of which the growing 
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importance of long-term planning is the most obvious. In 
the first place the objectives of policy are nowadays less 
exclusively financial: the management of the economy 
calls for an entirely different approach from the balanc
ing of the budget. Co-ordination is no longer the 
comparatively simple matter of making next year's ex
penditures add up to a given total but the much more 
complex one of trying to maintain domestic and external 
balance and simultaneously promoting economic growth 
by government intervention over a wide front. The in
st ruments of policy, as an immediate consequence of 
this, are also less exclusively financial: the government 
is far more intimately involved in the affairs of the 
private sector, quite apart from its own direct responsi
bilities within the public sector. It has other ways of 
influencing the economy than making use of monetary or 
fiscal weapons and these other ways are often more ap
propriate and effective. Above all, the staff engaged in 
co-ordinating policy now requires a training extending 
far beyond finance. However this staff may be distributed 
between departments, its functions are less concerned 
with specific areas of policy than with the links between 
policies, and this applies whether the policies themselves 
relate to the immediate future or to the long-term devel
opment of the economy. What is needed is a grasp of the 
economic interconnections that lie beneath the surface 
and are not always apparent to the ordinary administrator 
or even to the financial expert reared in the ways of 
Treasury control. 

Now there is no reason why the staff of the Ministry 
of Finance, given the right training, should be less 
capable of acquiring this grasp than a staff recruited to 
some other department and charged with the duty of 
planning the economy. Indeed, the creation of a separate 
staff of this kind can lead to unfortunate conflicts which 
are perhaps more observable in the less developed coun
tries than elsewhere but are by no means confined to 
them. It is all too easy, for example, for two centres of 
co-ordination to come into existence, one dealing with 
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day-to-day decisions in the Ministry of Finance while 
a second, in the Planning Commission, has the benefit 
of a strong staff of economic experts and may also enjoy 
the authority that comes from having the Prime Minister 
or President in the chair. Such an arrangement, with its 
polarisation of long term and short, may easily militate 
against a proper balancing of the different aspects of 
policy and leave what I may call the operational depart
ments of government between the upper and the nether 
millstones. Whatever instruments of policy a depart
ment uses it cannot avoid seeking to balance long-term 
and short-term considerations, however imperfectly or 
unwisely it may do so. What it usually needs is help 
in visualising the consequences, especially the long-term 
consequences, of alternative policies and in taking due 
account of the probable state of the economy throughout 
the period involved. It is not helped if it finds itself 
under pressure from the Ministry of Finance to take 
action of one kind to meet an immediate crisis and from 
the Planning Commission to move in the opposite direc
tion in order to carry out a long-term plan. 

The existence of two-or more-central departments 
is not by itself fatal to good administration. There are 
more important things in government than consistency; 
and to aim at perfection in the co-ordination of decisions 
is not only to pursue a will o' the wisp (since one man 
cannot decide everything) but to invite the evils of over
centralisation. What is indispensable is that there should 
be machinery for resolving differences and that it should 
be clearly understood who has the last word. What is 
impossible is that the machinery should resolve all dif
ferences or that whoever has the right to the last word 
should exercise his right very often. 

JET ME MAKE this a little more concrete. If differ
L ences are to be resolved there has to be proviSIOn 
for consultation. This may seem platitudinous. But it 
is striking how haphazard, if not indeed nebulous, inter
departmental consultation often turns out to be. I can 
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think of countries where the economic co-ordinators in 
different departments rarely if ever meet. An economic 
development plan may be prepared almost in secret and 
without the participation-perhaps even without the 
knowledge-of the Ministry of Finance, only to be re
jected on completion by those who had no hand in it. 
Or the central bank may decide to expand credit just 
when the Ministry of Commerce is about to reduce import 
quotas. None of the economic departments may be repre
sented in the Cabinet. In other countries there is con
sultation at the top but the staffs pursue their ways in 
ignorance of one another's reasoning or diagnosis. Some 
banker friend of the President may convert him at a 
week-end party to the expectation of a foreign exchange 
crisis and the idea may percolate from echelon to echelon 
without prompting any organised attempt to devise 
counter-measures. There are countries where the leading 
economic co-ordinators are hardly on speaking terms 
with one another; and others where, although on speak
ing terms, they speak what are practically different lan
guages, the planners talking to a baffled Ministry of 
Finance in the higher mathematics of capital-output 
ratios, inverted matrices, and shadow prices only to be 
answered in classical turkey. Even where the language 
is the same, the creed may be different: crude believers 
in the quantity theory cross swords with heretics who are 
opposed to the use of monetary weapons of any kind. 

Consultation, always time-consuming, is likely to be 
fruitful only if it is based on an agreed view of the state 
of the economy and the forces at work in it. I attach im
portance for this reason to the role of an economic 
intelligence staff, centrally located and working closely 
and continuously with similar staffs in the other main 
economic departments. The function of such a staff can
not, in my view, be confined to the assembly of statistical 
data or the preparation of a long-term plan. Its main 
function should be to analyse and interpret the trends at 
work in the economy, both short term and long. For this 
purpose it must have ready access to the latest available 
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economic information from all sources and fashion from 
that information the best and most up-to-date picture it 
can of the changes in progress. If the picture changes 
rapidly, the work of such a staff is bound to be heavily 
concentrated on short-term changes. But it can never 
neglect the need to analyse and re-analyse the relation
ships to which these changes conform. This alone brings 
constantly before it some of the underlying trends that 
are equally important to satisfactory long-term planning; 
and where such a staff exists it can either be enlarged 
to prepare the outline of a long-term plan or co-operate 
with a similar staff concentrating on that task. 

The duties of such a staff as I have described them 
relate mainly to the analysis of demand relationships. 
The natural place to locate it, therefore, is in the Ministry 
of Finance provided it is the Minister of Finance who 
takes the key decisions on demand management. But in 
countries where it is the President in person who takes 
those decisions the staff would be attached to his office. 
Where long-term planning is little more than a matter 
of demand management, and consists essentially of the 
projection over a period of several years of the main 
economic aggregates, the variables and calculations do 
not differ from those entering into short-term planning 
so that no separate staff is needed. But the more an anal
ysis of supply relationships is involved because plan
ning extends beyond control over expenditure and the 
regulation of demand into direct intervention by the gov
ernment, the more will be the need for a rather different 
staff with more experience of industry and trade. Where 
planning involves extensive intervention designed to 
bring about structural changes in the economy, a separ
ate department with a separate staff is likely to be neces
sary. Either a Ministry of Planning or Planning Com
mission will be set up, or the existing departments 
responsible for industrial and commercial affairs will 
be reorganised so as to co-ordinate the longer-range 
aspects of their activities. 
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Such a development creates an obvious danger of 
duplication. So far as it is activities within the public 
sector that are planned, the duplication is with the agency 
or agencies responsible for the control of public expend
iture. So far as it is activities within the private sector, 
the duplication is with the individual departments regu
lating those activities. Let me take these in turn. 

THERE IS RARELY any overwhelming need to create 
new machinery for the purpose of planning the 

public sector. Indeed, in countries that lack experi
enced administrators and economists it might well make 
more sense to concentrate them in the existing agency 
controlling public expenditure-usually the Ministry of 
Finance-and build up at least one competent co-ordinat
ing unit. Control over public expenditure already pre
supposes some rudimentary form of long-term planning. 
It is true that it can be exercised against a time-horizon 
of one year and many governments still carry on as if 
they were entirely free to exercise such control. But 
everybody knows that decisions taken today-especially 
decisions to make cuts-have often little effect over the 
next six or twelve months and that, if genuine control is 
intended (not just approval of individual projects), it 
has to be over a longer stretch of time. Commitments 
to spend public money, whatever parliaments may think 
or the legal position may be, are not very flexible for 
several years ahead (except when the commitments take 
the form of transfer payments) ; and they do not allow 
much room for manoeuvre in re-assessing priorities from 
year to year. Governments have therefore a strong in
centive to relate their spending programmes to a long
term view of economic prospects whether they draw up 
a formal plan for the whole economy or not. 

It is sometimes argued that people who control spend
ing develop an anti-spending psychology, and that the 
habit of scrutinising expenditure programmes causes too 
little weight to be attached to the growth that such 
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expenditure generates. On these grounds, the programmes 
need to be ·championed against their critics by a central 
d~partment, headed by a major political figure and staffed 
by a specially selected team of administrators and 
economists. 

If there is any truth in this, it does not rest on the 
psychology of those who control public expenditure. In 
my experience there are few pressure groups ranged 
against the use of any control more powerful than those 
who administer the control itself. Those who administer 
import controls are usually the most sceptical of their 
value; the monetary authorities heartily dislike tight 
money and . take the first opportunity of insisting that 
the right thing to do is to cut government expenditure; 
similarly, the controllers of public expenditure easily 
persuade themselves that there are few or no short-term 
advantages to be gained from attempts to reduce it in a 
CriSIS. 

What is more debatable is whether public expendi
ture can be satisfactorily controlled in the absence of a 
long-term plan. It is one thing to examine each project 
thoroughly and make sure that it is well conceived and 
calculated to do what it purports to do; this, after all 
is not usually the job of a central co-ordinating depart
ment or Planning Commission (although, I need hardly 
add, they often make it their job). It is a quite different 
thing to examine projects and programmes in relation 
to one another in order to make sure that they are man
ageable in total and so composed as to reflect the priori
ties decided upon by the government and yield the right 
balance between one kind of expenditure and another; 
this is a budgetary operation that is, or might be, carried 
on in a Ministry of Finance or Bureau of the Budget in 
much the same way as in a Planning Commission. 
Whether it is or is not depends mainly on the level of 
economic sophistication in the Ministry of Finance and 
on the extent to which the totality of public expenditure 
is planned on the basis of a view of the probable future 
development of the economy as a whole. 
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BUT THERE IS a further consideration. . If public 
expenditure decisions are taken, or even reviewed, 

by a Planning Commission, this is likely to engage the 
Planning Commission in their defence against attempts 
to revise them on short-term grounds; and this in turn 
will force the Ministry of Finance (or whatever de
partment is concerned with short-term co-ordination) 
to rely more exclusively on other instruments of economic 
stabilisation. The Planning Commission, in other words, 
is more likely to act as a pressure . group in favour of 
fix d (and perhaps also high) expenditure programmes 
than a department more closely involved in day-to-day 
decisions and policy adjustments. 

Expenditure is, of course, only one side of the balance 
sheet. Annual revenue is far easier to change-at least 
from the technical point of view. Decisions to alter the 
level of taxation, social insurance contributions and so 
on not only take effect more quickly: they are also more 
straightforward since individual decisions may involve 
very large absolute amounts of revenue. But this very 
adaptability (which does not extend, of course, to the 
system of taxation) makes it unnecessary to plan revenue 
far ahead, except in a rather tentative way; and it also 
makes changes in the level of taxation, social insurance 
contributions, and the price of public services a useful if 
not indispensable instrument in the short-term regulation 
of the economy. Whatever department has responsibility 
for such regulation is unlikely, therefore, to be willing 
to forego control over taxation; or if it does, the effects 
are not likely to be very happy. 

TET ME TURN NEXT to the private sector. It has always 
L struck me as odd that most long-term plans should 
lay so much emphasis on the private sector (which, by 
definition, is not directly under government control) 
and so little on the public sector (which they and they 
alone can control). It is hard to look on public expendi
ture as something engaged in solely or mainly because 
of its impact on the private sector or to imagine that the 
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plans that are published for the development of the pri
vate sector are intended merely to help in settling public 
expenditure programmes. Development plans, except in 
so far as they are statistical dreams or political fanfares, 
are guides to action by government departments and, in 
intention at least, private industry. But the action taken 
within the private sector is inherently unco-ordinated, 
although there is plenty of scope for co-operation, i.e., 
voluntary co-ordination, if the government encourages it. 

Just as it is practically impossible to segregate short
term and long-term considerations in the control of public 
expenditure, so it seems to me impracticable to divide 
the work of departments in contact with the private 
sector so that it falls into two separate sections, one of a 
long-term and the other of a short-term character. Every 
decision has short-term and long-term consequences and 
every decision is subject to revision in the light of 
changes from day to day. Hence no such clear-cut divi
sion of function is possible. If the work is to be co
ordinated by a single department rather than by minis
terial committees, then the department cannot escape 
interesting itself in current problems as well as those of 
longer range. It would be possible, for example, to have 
a Minister for the Private Sector working alongside a 
Minister for the Public Sector who might simultaneously 
be Minister of Finance. The work of the two ministers 
might be co-ordinated with the help of a relatively small 
planning staff attached either to the Prime Minister or 
to some senior minister who acted as Chairman of the 
Cabinet Committee on economic policy and worked in 
close association with the Prime Minister. In countries 
with a Planning Commission the two might act as Chair
man and Vice Chairman respectively, the latter taking 
charge of the detailed working out of the Plan. 

As YOU CAN SEE, my bias is in favour of strengthening 
the hand of the Minister of Finance and equipping 

him to look further ahead and take more account of 
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producer relationships. But you may reasonably ask 
whether it is realistic to regard him as a kind of Chief 
Planner and whether this would put him in too powerful 
a position in relation to his colleagues. The President or 
Prime Minister, particularly in a less developed country, 
is bound to attach great importance to economic policy 
and is unlikely to entrust any other minister with full 
responsibility for it. He will not be content to limit 
his interest to those issues of policy that become so much 
the subject of ministerial disagreement that they cannot 
b settled without his personal intervention. Yet he can
not himself assume responsi hili ty for the whole of eco
nomic policy. He may act as Chairman of the Planning 
Commission, or at least occupy the chair occasionally 
without presiding over the detailed work of the Com
mission. But it is practically unknown for him to act 
as his own Finance Minister. The nearest a President 
is likely to get to personal control over economic co
ordination is when he appoints technicians to head the 
Ministry of Finance and the Planning Commission. But 
this does not seem a very satisfactory solution, The more 
able the technicians are, the more inclined they will be 
to settle things between themselves without calling in 
the President at all: this may mean that compromises 
are struck that reflect, not political will and popular 
support, but personality and departmental convenience. 
On the other hand, the less capable the President's nomi
nees the more they may shirk taking decisions or warn
ing him of the dangers ahead so that by the time the 
issues are brought into the open they have already been 
decided by events. Not that this need prevent lengthy 
and earnest debate on what is to be done or solemn 
amendments to the plan in order to make it seem that 
the course of events is conforming to government decree 
rather than the other way round. Whatever the calibre 
of the heads of the two departments, there is bound to 
be a tendency for the two to drift apart in mutual dis
trust, one department limiting its field of view to the 
immediate future while the other occupies itself with 
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plans for the spending of public money, with only an 
imperfect grasp of its powers to implement them. 

The case for having two central departments, one 
directed towards the short run and one towards the long 
does not seem to me to rest on the reluctance of the head 
of the government to entrust any member of his Cabinet 
with responsibility for both aspects of economic policy. 
If he can find somebody capable of doing such a difficult 
job well he is unlikely to improve matters by cutting it 
in half; and he need lose little sleep over the danger that 
he may build up a rival and successor. 

W HAT SEEMS TO ME unhealthy, and this is the essence 
of what I have to say, is to think of economic 

co-ordination exclusively in long-run terms, and still more 
to think of it as satisfactorily discharged through the 
periodic preparation of a document called a Plan. 
Co-ordination means trying continuously to get consistency 
and this is impossible if there is no consciousness of the 
need for consistency: if the Central Bank, the Import 
Licensing Board, the Tariff Control Board, the national
ised industries, and all the departments of government 
go their several ways without regular consultation and 
exchange of information. Of course, long-run develop
ment is highly important. Economists to whom the long 
run is meat and drink (even if it is the death of them) 
are only too well aware of its importance. But to get 
to the long run you have to survive the short. 
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